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ANOTHER MAGAZINE IS
HIGH PRICES DUE TO
GOTTEN OUT WITHOUT
PUBLIC'S DESIRE FOR
THE AID OF PRINTERS
EXPENSIVE THINGS

$1.50 PER YEAR

DOES

TIE

BQOZE

Bill

New York, Oct. 27. For the
Washington, Oct. 29. Sixteen' to
twenty million torn of food more than
time in the history of the modern
A
necessary for American consumption ! publishing industry a magaiine was
will be the yield from this year's croo. I ,Mued today without the aid of com- ml.
i was a i
nm
Herbert Hoover, former food admin- - v
oe a week ago by the Literary
told a house war investigat-- '
Washington, Oct. 28. Some re
Washington, Oct. 29. The gov- - eminent needed In th" emergency
I kcivi vim ui vuv
vvrvj vi jjciiimuvoid
NO FROST YET
markable facts have been brought to
ernment moved swiftly tonight to would be provided speedily and choer Ing committee today, adding that the ( forced to suspend typesetting by the
light in the senate investigation of
meet tho nation-wid- e
coal strike for fully,
continuing high retail prices were due lockout and strike in the local print- The, weather man has been kind
Clothed with tU wo r time powers largely to the "appalling psychology
Saturday.
Refusal of the miners'
trade. Nugent's Weekly, a na-- to Curry County farmers thi fall. the sugar famine.
The most surprising one is the
organization at Indianapolis to with-- the administration would be called
the public to buy expensive tional mKainc devoted to the manu- - Notwithstanding the fact that there
draw the order calling out half a upon to see that the coal supply is things."
garments, fol- - hns been much rainfall and a con- thousands of men who never before
I facture of women
are now
million men, brought instant an- - conserved and distributed as it was
,owed th example of the Literary sequent delay of farm work;,, frost entered a soda fountain
Sneculation by thousands
soda as en
nouncement tht drastic action would during the shortage two winter ago In anticipation of a big demand from Digest today with the announcement has not yet visited this section.' IP. is rushlne the
tbusiastically as they formerly "rush-e- 4
be taken to keen the mines hi opera- - Railroads must have first call, with Germany was also blamed by Mr. that publication would be maintained not
often that we see the first of
the 'growler."
given'
essehtial
consideration
second
tbn.
Hoover for advancing prices. He by the same process every week until November in this section without
...Experts blame this new, class of
Every resour:e of the government, industries, on which the public de- - said large stocks were accumulated the strike ended.
killing frost and those who have been ' o'gaVjV consumers
prohibition,
oi.
in the words of Attorney General ponds for comfort and warmth
The trade- magazine claimed to busy with their feed crops tryipg ro
by the trade on the assumption that
pilUtng out that in the absence of
falmcr, vill be used to prevent the
export trade to Germany would be have made considerable advances get them harvested on a shortage
aMkhiiic drinks men indirectly satis
''national disaster" certain to follow INFANT SON DIES
opened soon after the signing of the over its literary contemporary in help are feeling very kindly toward
fy the craving for them with sugar.
the rtoppage of woik.
type
methods. The same process of
When the
AFTER LINGERING ILLNESS armistice.
Jack Frost for his delay.
The extent of the inroad upon the
government plans were announced
"Instead of buying, the Germans Writing and then photographing the
sugar
supply is indicated by the state- it was not known here that the oper
spe
by
was
pages
a
use
of
used,
but
Joseph William, theMittlc son of tighten up their belts," he said. Mr.
MILES POINTEXTER OUT FOR
ment of one food expert that this is
ator!, as indicated in dispatches from Mr. and Mrs. Cash Ramey, died last Hoover said that while the wholesale cial typewriter the lines were "justi
ON
G. O. P. TICKET
PRESIDENT
leading cause for the sugar short
A
M. Louis, contemplated closing the Thursday night after after a linger price of pork had "gone part of the fied" or equalized in length.
age...
in
the
mine in the event of a strike.
ins- illness.
The funeral service was way it ought to fall" retail prices had special process also was used
Oct.
26. Senator
Washington,
Another discovery Is that large
Adequate police protection, with held at the home Friday morning and not been reduced to any material ex
said to be meth Miles Poindcxter of Washington in
numbers of girls, getting better altroops as a last resort, if necessary, wu conducted by Rev, Freeman of tent.
od recently patented.
a statement today to tho people of arles than ever before are on a
will be given those men desiring to the Methodist Church, after which
the United State announced hi can- "pending splurge," as Dr. Alonzo
remain at work.
he remains were laid to rest in the
didacy for the republican nomination Taylor of the Food Administration,
Report from government agent Clovis Cemetery.
The little fellow
for president, and presented a plat characterized it.
ANOTHER
FLOW
GIS
REVIVAL
MAKES OVER
how that a big part of the miners WM only about eight month old and
form of policies and principle which
Dr. Taylor ha also reached the
ordered to quit work want to tay on had been ick practically all it life
he will advocate in hit campaign.
conclusion
that the American people,
i
the job.
gverythin that loving hand could
The Washington senator in hi never characterized
generally a
IT
Right of the public will be protect- - do or medical aid could accomplish
statement of policy denounces threats thrifty are even more reckless since
d through revival of price control WM done to save the little, young life
of labor leaders to tie up the railroads the war' end, with its release from
regulations, suspended when the fuel but to no avail. God chose that he
Tucumcari, N. M., Oct. 29. An as "government by terror, for a pec. tense mental and business strain. He
administration went out of existence tje called to Join the angel in that
y
revival meeting other flow of gas was (truck in the ial class" and declares that the gov. testified recently that he did not be-the
on reoruary i. mi mean an early land where there is no uffering.
ijrnment mu&t be made supreme to lev the price of anything, no mat
closed last Sur.Jay night after a sue McGee well, about eight nd
drop in the price of soft coal and
The News joins the friends of the ccssful religious campaign of more
mile loutheait of here Monday, both capital and labor, through in. ter how high, is a detriment to the
gives assurance against profiteering father and mother in extending itr
than thirty days. Six hundred and While no estimate was placed on the listing that the just claim of labor American who desire to purchase the
As to those miners who go on strike sympathy.
fifteen conversions were reported quantity of gas, it was sufficient to should be recognized.
article in question, but on the other
rd thereby curtail production, the
In making his statement of prin hand, the American is more likely
during the meeting and numbers of blow the tools about 200 feet into the
food and fuel control law, with its FORTY CENT COTTON
additons to the various churches of air. The gas was struck at a depth ciples, Senator Poindexter, who is the nowadays to pick an article for its
'" ontly added criminal penalty of
AT HOUSTON TUESDAY the town. It is impossible to give the of about 2500 feet. The rush of gas first publicly announced candidate for high price instead of seeking the lowf and imprisonment, will be en- exact figures on the additions until caused a cave-in- ,
which is being the republican nomination, asserted er price.
f ccd without regard to persons
of policy
Houston, Oct. 28. Forty cent cot after next Sunday when many who bridged and it is expected that drill that his announcement
Tli's attitude of the government, At ton becume a reality Tuesday when have given in
their church preference ing will be resumed within a short makes it necessary for the republican STATE LAND OFFICE
tv.'.uy General Pulmer made clear, the Houston spot market' Showed an will forally unito with the church
time. There were also some signs of national convention in 1920 to stand
'" i not effect the right of workers
..ili... COLLECTS MUCH MONEY
by his platform, should he be chosen
advance of 75 points, with middling 0 tht.r choice. Mr. Ham and Mr. oil.
to strike for redress or grievances in Koing to the 40 rent mark. 1 ni is Ramsey
standard
the
bearer.
as
party's
will not conduct any more
The state land office has paid over other cafes where no violation if the the highest price yet recorded on me
revival meetings now until after
PROGRESS CLUB
to the state treasurer up to October
law is involved.
Houston Cotton exchange, but indica- 1, 1919, $1,483,882.99 collected durhowever, will toni ,rc that the high mark of the home ut Franklin. Ky., and the latter
The government,
The Progress Club met Tuesday
COLLEGE
BE LEFT
ing the period, beginning September
make no efforts to bring about in- season is yet far off.''
to his home at Chattanooga, Tenn., afternoon with Mrs. E. R. Cassel,
1, 1918.
The amount expended for
decorat
beautifully
was
dictment of officials of the United
home
whose
to rest until that time.
administration during the same per71 ine Worker of America, who called
ed with chrysanthemums and Hallow
On Monday night the children's
TO
COMMITTEE iod was $42,321.00 or .028 per cent.
the strike, on charge of conspiracy
e'en novelties.
rendered a special program
chorus
FARMERS
OFFERS
CLOVIS
The office turned back $132,824.05
to reduce production of a necessary
The subject was the "Poet Lowell."
during which subscriptions were tak
of its allotment for administration to
product.
Roll call was answered with "Quo
en to finance the United Christian Re.
be distributed to the various funds.
Lowell." Mrs. Manson
from
tation
W.
A.
W.
C.
Hockenhull
Government officials asserted toHarrison,
GOOD WHEAT MARKET lief Fund of Clovis. About $1,000 gave a reading "The Shepard of King
The land office has just turned over
night that reports from confidential
and Rev. S. B. Culpepper returned
was pledged.
Admetus." Mrs. Kuykendall gave an the latter part of last week from to the state treasurer $266,000.00 of
source showed that not all of the
excellent character sketch of Lowell, Santa Fe, where they went in the in collection in October up to the 14th.
miner would strike, that public sen
MOORE
JEWEL
Mrs. H. L. Patton a splendid review terest of securing the Baptist College Of this amount $166,906.73 went to
timent was overwhelmingly against
J. T. Brummett of the Hollene
ACCIDENTLY KILLED of "The Vision of Sir Launfall," Mrs. for Clovis. No definite location was the income funds of the public school
the walkout at the beginning of win enighbo.hood was In Clevis last Sat
and
institution
Casaol gave an excellent report of decided on at the convention last and the variou
ter, and that duration of the atrike urday. Mr. Brummett has been haul
the Federated Woman' club of New week but a location committee will $68,675,09 to the permanent fund.
would be brief.
mar wheat to Clovis and san on last
Word was received here the latter
Mexico, held at Raton, which he at- be named to look into the claims of
Refusal of the miners' organiza-- Wednesday he had wheat sold at part
week of the accidental tended a a delegate of the Progress
of
last
4lnn tn ivithilraw th atriko order wail Friona anil alan at Clovis and that the
each town. If the school come to PAID $4,i,00 FOR SHAVE.
occurrea
moore,
Club.
wnicn
ai!aln
ouewei
LET IT GROW AFTER THAT
paid
Co.
&
officials,
here
who
the east side, Clovis should have an
Elevator
to
surprise
Clovis
Mill
distinct
At the close of the meeting the excellent chance, and with concerted
changed quickly from a hopeful to him $2.07 per bushel for wheat that at Granficld, Okla., while he was driv- guest with a
Connellsvillc, Pa., Oct 29. Col.
effort on the part of the church peo
There was no tested 69 4 pounds to tho .bushel. The ing an auto trucK. Jewel is tne son hostess presented each
flirhtinir attitude.
chrysanthemums
of
bunch
beautiful
had
I.
and
T.
Moore
Mrs.
Mr.
of
and
pnid
and
the
right
ple and citizens of thi part of the James J. Barnhart, who served in
of
(2.04
deposition4 to dispute the
Friona buyers only
meet Tuesday state it could be located on the east the Civil War, has an unusually long
the men to strike, but officials wore test was only 69 pounds, notwith- - many friends nere, ine lamny nav The club adjourned to
and flowing beard. He confessed reHi.turm inert to see that men i atnmlinvr the wheat all- came out of i ing moved to the oil fields several November 11th, with Mrs. Colburn side.
irrlmlv
r
North Axtell Street.
cently why he had allowed it to grow.
who do not strike will be protected the same bin. Mr. Rrummett says month ago.
The Colonel said his last shave was
MARRIED
In and out of the mines, even if that the people of his neighborhood have
Be- - hauled quite a bit of wheat to Texas
in Atlanta during Sherman's march
means the presence of troops.
to the sea. When the Gecnria bur:
Mr. Homer G. Robinson of Ranch
fore first word of rejection of the points this yeur, but that with bitter
and Miss Myrtle A. Morrice of House ber charged him $4,000 in Confed
president's appeal reached here from roads to Clovis, the greater part of it
Wednesday erate money for the work he sworo
Indianapolis, federal machinery wai would come here ns this is the county
were quietly married
morning by Elder I. N. Jett, of the that he never cgain would touch a
being mode ready to dvnl with con- - neat and logical trading point.
First Christian Church, in the pres- razor to his check. And he never
ditions likely to urine in the coul
From the above it will he noticed
fields.
Fuel administrator Garfield that Clovis buyers nre paying fiilly
ence of a few relatives. The bride did.
in our camps from one end of this coun. is a daughter of Mr. and Mrs. R. A.
will
Cross
Red
American
The
was summoned here from Mitssnchu
up to the prices paid in towns further
settl for a conference at tho white east and in many instances more, not augúrate their annual membership trv to the other. The Red Cross is Morrice, one of the leading ranch- DRILLING FOR OIL IN
house, and until the very Inst he withstanding the fact that they have drive beginning November 2nd and on the scene of action at all these men of House. They will reside on
DEAF SMITH COUNTY"
the groom' ranch, at Rancho. The
was strongly of the opinion that the a Utile the best of it on freight rates.
places.
.: ,l
,
.
.
i,
.:
r
i..
wi,
i.i
News oim their many fnsns in con
u i. - addition to this, (.'lovis Has secured
sume
W. A. Greenwood,
of
Did you know that there arc thous
It would be impossible to tell here
ho returned to tne wnite noiiBe late
M i,.. u nthtnama
Hereford Oil and Gas Company
pay rratulnting this splcnd'd yoiinr:
the
hospitals
in
our
of
men
still
ands
in the day, after the miners' com- - L-- H hlt. ,,,, ln D0,ition to kecD the the necessity and the importance of
has been in Clovis this week in the
ing the terrible price of the victory
mittee had spoken, it was to deal, grain moving better than the smaller this membership drive but here is
interest of his company. Mr. Greenyou may stand on the street
that
SENTENCED TO PEN
however, with a different situation ,
t junct0n point, one that ourht to convince every corner and sit about your comfortwood says there is much oil activity
tl t
There was no loss of timo. Exactly
in Deaf Smith County and that there
They are
fire and talk.
we will keep the Red able
American
that
J. L. Dcerir.g pkad guilty to theft will be more than one test well put
what the government proposed to do
result
standing in benediction within physically incapacitated as
NO ACCIDENT DRIVE
Cross
$45 this week and- - was scnUnced down. The Hereford Oil and Gas
was not explained, but paramount
25,0000
BRINGS RESULTS the places of need throughout our of their military service?
to
consideration was given the problem
the penitentiary for a term of Company commenced this week on
numsoldiers who two years ago were
country,
of keeping the volume of coal passone year.
Amerithe drilling of their new well which
of
among
the
"flower
.v
bered
are
you
mere
Know mat
Uid
Drive" now bo- Tim
ing swiftly from m'ne to cities withI
located nuch nearer Clovis than
.HH.aJMatnlu RñA AAA AmAf. can youth" are today under medical
In
FAVORS BUDGET
in the next few dnys, and rounding ing on ha resulted In a decrease
most of our reader have figured. It '
in care, endeavoring to build up broken
and
training
in
lean
soldiers
still
up a civilian army that might be mishans In this section, E. R. Cassel,
Goverttor O. A. Larrazolo, of New is 'only about 46 mile northeast
arms and that the United State still bodies.' They are physical wrecks,
who is at the head of the drive a far
ready to work m the mines.'
Clovis
It it located northwest of
great Mexico, ha. Joined with thirty-nin- e
salvage
of
the
scrap
men!
and
the
Navy
200,000
a
of
retain
:
The necessity of reviving the fuel as the trainmen are concerned, In
Cross other governor in endorsing the cam Hereford. This company, Mr. GreenRed'
Army.
The
asking
the
American
for
are
men
700,000
This
was emphasized at formed the News this week that only
administration
depth of
drill to
continuance of the Red Cross pro- can't forget them, and the Red Cross paign of the national budget com wood says,-wil- l
various conferences during the day two minor accidents had happened on
3600 feet on structure that ha been
' At the present time no one hasn't tried to forget them and the mittee to secure a more responsible
gram.
and this i to be dt. elded tomorrow the entire Pecos division, both for
because administration of national financial pronounced as excellent. They are
.nj i tu almna. un until can tell just what the next 24 hours Red Cross won't forget them,
when President Wilson will receive .u
inch hole
people will not let the affairs. The committee Is advocat- starting out with a 22
American
the
bring
the
forth.
If
to
going
are
beis
far
recommendation! jf the conference Tuesday of this week. This
twenty, inch casing. This comall
congress'
an
and
by
of
After
adoption
forget
them.
ing
the
Red
Cros
keep
not
to
were
Nation
American
,
ano ahówa that manv
of officials meeting I. to todny that
itself, in readinosa for any emcrg the Red Cros is the everblooming executive budget ayttem a a medium pany has not made much fuss about
control the prices again be exercised, ...i.i.n. ..n h. avolri.H when everv- springs of efficiency and economy in the fed its drilling but they are actually at
"ncy that might arise YOU, my and everfragrant flower
sloDr. Garfield, still technically head aha u "uFutnhinir Ma aten." The
it now and Mr. Greenwood says they
by
and
mntured
i.
raise
from
to
first
the
would
be
friend,
a,
th. great eral government.
of the fuel administration, ha no can for the last few day. of the drive
.
will keep going right on down.
reason
the
That
y against such short sightedness. j American Heart.
skeleton organization, but hi forces will be "all together, let', finish
Ameri
of
Chamber
of
the
the
of
member
ay
to
be
director
The
a
we
Ameri
much
the
you
as
just
are
Still
strong in the railroad accident pre
can be quickly mobilized.
For Sale Good piano, household
can Nation as any other Individual In can Red Cros It only take a "Heart Commerce are (till on the track of a
'
Administration leaders caid ron vention drive."
secretary for the Clovis organisation goods, stove, garden tools, horse and
and a Dollar."
of
this
land
our.
gress would have to prnvido imme
quick, going to move.
Don't wait to e asked. Join your Two or three have been considered saddle. Come
40,000 of our men are stationed
Wanted Two or three furnished
dlate funds, and assurance came
north of Ctovi on
W.
Mitchell,
W.
em
been
has
one
week
"no
but
this
the first opportunity between November
from leader of both house. It was rooms In desirable location. Call L. along the entire border between
ltp
route.
Star
place.
the
for
ployed
and
W
Uth.
have
2nd
Mexico.
and
State
United
stated, that all the moni, tho gov M. Prine at Reidora Hotel.
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80010 TO

BE RMSED FOR HOSPITALS

this ermcdy is used, Wc Mil it on the
money back plan.' A. B. Austin &
Company.
Mr.

r

.lit

1

II

you

are likely to

be

planning to have a' public sale this
fall. If so, lot the Newi print your
sale bills. We will give you prompt
service.
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NOTICE! NOTICE I NOTICE I
are now able to ruhandle, re
grind and hone straight blade razors,
safety razor blades, and anything in
the line or surgical instruments.
All
work is guaranteed to give satisfaction.
Southwestern Drug Company.

CV

An
Attractive
Autumn
Complexion

WITH THE AMEEICAN
.RED

A

in oerma.

'

--

rr.t V
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A modern hospital illustrative of the type of building Southern Daptiuts are
employing in thn relief of human Buffering.

road to better health anj Inrger effi-- (
lency and usefulness was begun within the bounds of the Southern Ilaptlst
convention in 18'JO when the Missouri
Dnptlst Sanitarium was opened In St.
Louis.
From a very small beginning
In a residence with less than a dozen
beds, this Institution has grown Into
a modern Institution with moro than

In their work of tpIIpvIiir human
physical suffering Southern Haptists
at pivsont own m control fi)iivtmn
hoRjiltals and there are under loursn
of coiiht ruction and about ready to he
opened at ast two mure, with
progress made toward the erection of others. All of tnese institutions are liberally patronized and are
elf supporting hut all of then need
to he enlarged In order to meet the
demands upon them.
The demand for charity work is especially urgent arid In order to enable
them to thus render a needed service
to those who are least able to help
themselves as well as to provide larger
facilities for the regular work the hospitals arc doing the sum of $4,800,000
es been apportioned to them from the
proceeds to be raised iu the Baptist
76 Ml' lion Campaign.
This work of relieving the physical
Infirmities of men, women and
and thus putting them on the
eonsld-eruhl-

e

COO

rupidly-h-rowlii-

chit-.jlre- n

NOTICE OF FINAL HEARING
Notice is hereby given that Hassie
Wells, formerly Vaughn, administratrix of the estate of J. L. Vaughn,
deceused, has filed her final account
and report as suah administratrix, together with her petition praying for
discharge; and the Honorable C. V.
Steed, Probate Judge of Curry County, New Mexico, has set the .'ird day
of November, 1010, ut the hour of 10
A. SI., nt the Court room of said
Court in ' the City of Clovis, New
Slexico, 83 the day, time and pl.icei
for hearing bjections, if any there
be to said report and account, and

ft

1

nr'Tn-TtTír,'.-

'

('!

'

Tv

beds.

Olhor naptlst hospitals in the South
include Uaptist Hospital, Muskogee,
Okla.; Ilaptlst Hospital, Miami, Okla.;
1
.1
J
Baptist Hospital, dishing, Okla.; Baptist Memorial
Hoapital, Memphis,
Tenn.; Georgia Baptist HospilAl, At-- ,
lantn; Oklahoma Uaptist State Hospital, Oklahoma ("Ily; Baptist Hospltal. Columbia, S. ('.. Texas Baptist
Memorial Sanitarium, Dulles; Baptist,
Hospital. Houston, Tex.; Baptist Hog
pltal, Alexandria, La.; Baptist Hospital, Jnek;on. Miss.; St. Louis Baptist
Hospital, St. I.oulu, Mo., and the KanAs far back as the first winter of
sas City Baptist Hospital at Kansas the war, the Red Cross sent to Serbia
City, Mo.
a sanitary commission that effectively cheeked the scourge of typhus, but
after the I'nlted Stutes entered the
petition.
conflict, the Red Gross was able, In
Therefore any person or persons August, 1917, to send a full commiswishing to object are hereby notified sion that carried on extensive relief
to fi'e their objections wi(h the Coun- operations among the suffering refty Clerk of Curry .County, New Mex- ugees of the tortured nation. Hospiwere established, the refugees fed,
ico, on or before tl e date set for tals
clothed and given medical attention,
said hearing.
the army supplied with much needed
Done at Clovis, this 3rd day of dcntul treatment, farm mnelilnery, and
October, 1919.
seeds provided to help the Serbs redeem their land to productivity, and,
W. C. ZERWER,
County Clerk. not least, measures undertaken for the
succor of the i:lldren. The ;rrlMe
which these helpless vicBARB WIRE CUTS ANO WOUNDS condition Into
tims of the war had fallen is well
are troublesome
to cure. Get a portrayed by this photograph of a
bottle of Fan-is- '
Healing Remedy
little Serbian girl wearing the rags
costs 60c make it nt home. Heals and expression of hopeless disomy
rapidly. A sore never matters where that wer" all she possessed when the
lied Cross camo.

Soon after the entrance of tba
t'nlted States in the war the successes'
of the Central I'owcra In Itoumanla
had red need that country to a most
tragic condition and In the Hummer
of IP17, the American Red Crocs despatched its first Itounianlan relief
contingent. Two hospitiiiH wero nt
once taken over mid operated by the
lieil Cross, u canteen for the Mnrvlng
refugees established and food and
clothing distributed over a largo area.
Transportation
was one of the
toughest problems with which the Red
Cross workers In Itoumanla had to
deal.
Here Is seen an oxcart used
by the Red Cross to carry its relief
supplies up luto the mountains.

The verltiilile mountains of relief
supplies turned out by the millions of
r
chapter workers during the
luude the American lied Cross one of
the biggest "iiiiinufacliii'ing concerns"
In the world, Willi great warehotisn
space nt scores of strategic points all
around the glube.
One of the biggest distribution centers wus ut Snlonikl, ( i recce, nml in
this picture Üulgarian prisoners of
war are seen there unloading a lied
Cross cargo of II.WK) boxes from a
French transport.
At the right
seen one of the American Reel Cross
camions, fleets of which were use. In
rushing relief to points where the suffering was greatest.
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meets
every requireni"
the must exactment
ing. It keeps the skill

suit, siiHMith and clear
thereby
producing a
perfect complexion. It
is (piiekly absorbed and
does not clog the poros.
Daintily perfumed.
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Southwestern

I., M

Drug Co.

10-9--
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10,000 Shares$10.00 Each

The Rexall Store

In li e inldst of Us ni'illlfarlous war duties the American lied rmss did
jlct Us obligations to (lie civilian population at home. Thriniudnnit
'lie (cinllict It uialiilalned Its I'.iireuu of Public Health Nursing, Inslructloii In
lust aid, home nursing and sanitation, mid
relief, l'lirlleularlv In
:licr work for Ihe Imbles was effort by public lienllb nurses lliiportnnl. The
in eeii, puttying phiitogrnph shows n Red Cross public le iillh nui.te Instructing
a nioiliet III tin proper pieiitiiitloii of the baby's diet.
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A COMPANY ACTUALLY DRILLING
18 miles N. W. of Hereford, Tex., sxd about 46 miles N. D. of Clovis, N. M.
on one of ihe largest s

ructures in Ihe stale of Texas.
lias been said by many prominent geologists that
somewhere in this .section of the coui't'T there rims

It

strata of the same enormous production as that
found in Ihe famous liurkburiictt Field. We expect
to find the Mother River or Pool of Liquid (uld. In
a

1!)10

Texas Produced N,M)i).(K;) barrels and in
barrels of oil. I lid ym get votirs f

1!)18

:! I.LMH,4::.")

We Have Contracted To Drill 36C0 Feet If Necessary
Our holdings are good our capitalization is, small
and the men at Ihe head of our company aro men
of honesty and integrity. The men in charge of our
drilling arc men who have spent the greater part of
their lives in the oil business.
How would you like to bo a stoekliulder iu this
company f
The Amarillo Oil Co., organized a few months ago
at 1().(X) por share, now quoted at
150 per share.
An example only 50 miles from Hereford. IT WAS
A WILD OAT WELL.
The Fowler Farm Oil Co., the company that drilled
the well that started the big rush to Hurkburuett,
July 20, 1918, sold their holdings on March 20, 1919,
to the Magnolia Petroleum Co. for $1,800,000. Each
original stockholder received $15,000 for each $100
invested. IT WAS A WILD CAT WELL.

M. D. RICKETS, President

W. A. GREENWOOD, Vice Precident
DAVID R. FINLEY, Secretary

Leases from $5.00 up to $100.00 per acre according to
Distance from well.

HEREFORD OIL AND GAS

ROY K. BRUNER, Director
WILKINSON,
Pre.idont
Firtl State Bank and Truit Co.,
Hereford, Texas, Truitee,

HENRY

selves and all those who have the nerve and conviction to
with us.
The geologists say we will strike four oil bearing
sands between he surface and 22(H) IVct. We should
lie Hearing our first one before manv
davs Don't
wait until then mid expect to buy at par for every
time the drill goes deeper the stock goes higher We
have an allotted 2,(XM) shares at par. MI Y NOW
You can't wait until we strike and then wish
yourself
a few shares.
We dont want the money of the weak or
those unwilling to take a chance. We want a few pcoplo
with
rod blood to put their money in with us
and share
in our profits Don t send your money away to develop other fields. Make your dollars work near
this
section. You are welcome to see where your money
is going. WATCH US DRILL.
1

ONE GOOD INVESTMENT IS WORTH A LIFE TIME
OF SAVING CUT
OUT AND MAIL TODAY TO HEREFORD OIL AND
GAS COMPANY,
MAIN ST., HEREFORD, TEXAS.
Gentlemen!
Incloeed pleaie find my check (or $
In full
payment of
Sharet of Capital Stock
in your company at $10.00 per (hare, Said
itock bein,
p.id
forever
Upon receipt of tKis application and
remittance you
m. at once Certifica!, of Stock for the number of ,h.r , ar. to deli,., to
application. However. I, I. und.r.tood and
aSrc,d .h. t yZ To..

ill

,,,

fu,

GEO. S. WILLIAMS, Tretturer
JOHN P. SLATON, Attorney

With less than $5(.').00 cash and only an old rig,
Frank Chelsta and Ifc.bcrt (lalbraith drilled the first
well and discovered the (lien P00!, which was the
largest oil pool in the world until the Cushing Field
was discovered. A few days later they were of fort d
$2,500,000.00 for 80 acres of their lease holdings. IT
WAS A WILD CAT WHLL.
$100.00 invested in Hog Creek brought $2:1,000.00.
The oil fields of Texas have proven a vastly richer
.strike for more people than ever did Cripple Crook
Goldfield, the Yukon, or any of the fortune producers
of the groat rushes in years gone by. The Oil bolt
of Texas has literally proven to be the pot of gold at
the end of the rainbow and her people have reaped
a golden harvest.
'0 arc in the oil business to make money for our

Hereford

COMPANY

Texas

W. A. Greecwood, Vice President of the company is in
Clovis at the Reidora Hotel and will be glad to give any
information desired.
References: National Bank of Commerce, Amarillo, Texas.
First State Bank & Trust Co., Hereford, Texas.
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SEVENTY YEARS OLD,
DRIVES 22,000 MILES

Church News

Is Your Home Protected?

On her return trip, Mrs. William
Upton, the seventy year old woman,
who alone drove a Ford runabout
lrom San Francisco to New York City
viaitod the Ford Motor Compuny's
main office. She was introduced to
the oflioiula of the company, held in
her hund a Ford check worth two
figures of millions, recounted tho experiences she had encountered on" her
trip, and before leaving made a
for securing a new Ford
car immediately upon her return to
her home in Bakersfield, California.
Mrs. Upton has already driven her
present Ford more than 22,000 miles
7,000 of which were driven since she
left San Francisco May 11th, the
longest day's driving being 160 miles.
At Springfield, Illinois, Mrs. Upton's
birth place, she plans to dispose of
the car and after visiting her many
friends there, will return home via
rail.
When commenting on her trip, she
said that in making the drive from
the Atlantic to the Pacific, it had not
been her purpose to follow a direct
line of travel, but to visit the most
cities and places of interest. She visited the Petrified Forest, spent several days in the National Capitol, drove
to Mount Vernon, visited the site of
the Battle of Gettysburg, and then
after touring to some of the Atlantic
Coast Cities, made her way to New
York.
one experienced
no
practically
trouble with her car, although she
pointed out the fact that she under
stands the Ford motor and made her
own adjustments.

Items of Intrest In Clovis Church
Circles

Or is that just a trivial matter that can he attended
to any time perhaps never?

CHURCH OF THE BRETHREN
since the Union Meetings
have dosed, nil services will be
as usual as follows: Sunday School
at 9:45;
at 11 a. m. and
7:30 p. m.; C. W. 13. Sunday 6:30 p.
m.
Let everyone be in their place
next Sunday and help push the work
of the Lord forward.
The pastor, S. E. Thompson, will
be absent a few Sundays; he will be
at Abilene, Kansas, in a revival.
S. E. THOMPSON, Pastor.
Now

These men, while they were in position to do so
made arrangements for us to help relieve their fam-

after the time had come
when they personally could not do so. Was it commendable in them? Did we do our part? Ask their
ilies from financial distress

families. Following are the claims paid recently by
us in this state:
Amount

Policyholder

.

Town

THE CHURCH OF CHRIST
County

Came of Death

We have announced preaching for
next Saturday evening at seven
c'clock, Sunday mcrr.ing at eleven,
and Sunday evening r.t seven. The
Bible School will nwet at ten o'clock
Sunday morning.
Every member is earnestly requested to be at each cf tho services,
and nil who will come will find a cor-diwelcome.
G. F. MICKEY, Pastor.

Accident
1,000 Sandoval, Eutemio, Wagon Mound, Mora
Fever
1,000 Carlson, C. L. R., Clovis, Curry
Flu
1,000 Guyer, John H., Clayton, Union
Flu
10,000 Pickerel), H. W., Albuquerque, Bernalillo
Flu
1,000 Blazer, Clara M., Alamogordo, Otero
Flu
' 1,000 Eipper, Jessie It., Lnke Arthur, Chavea.
Flu
1,000 Montgomery, C. F., Dr., Roiwell, Chave
Flu
10,000 Gonzales, J. E., Magdulcna, Socorro
Flu
2,500 Armijo, Jaun G., Puertecito, Socorro
Flu
1,000 Duran, Jesus, Derry, Sierra
Flu
1,000 Bacc, Nazario, Mrs., Quemudo, Socorro
Flu
1,000 Trujillo, Victor, El Rito, Rio Arriba
I. Flu
1,000 Redftrn, Ed G., Roiwell, Chaves
Flu
1,000 Aragón, Frcderico, Cuba, Sandovul....
Flu
1,000 Girón, J. G., Reserve, Socorro
Flu
1,000 Chazez, Rumaldo N., Zuni, Valencia
Flu
2,000 Chavez, Rumaldo N., Zuni, Valencia
Flu
2,500 Lindsey, Perry T., Clayton, Union
Flu
1,000 Pacheco, J. Andres, Cuates, Union
Flu
1,000 Márquez, M. P., Corrumpa, Union
Flu
1,000 Garcia, Dario, Barney, Union
Flu
1,000 Herrera, Julia A., Las Vegas, San Mifrual
Flu
2,500 Dillahunty. B. E., Carlsbad, Eddy
Flu
3,000 Provencher, M., Zuni, Valencia
Suicide
1,000 Dignco, E. V., Santa Fi, Santa Fe
Flu
6,000 Nunn, James N., Demlng, Luna
Flu
10,000 Harrington, J. T., Albuquerque, Bernalillo
Flu
1,000 Whidden, Geo. L Lordsberg, Hidalgo
Suicide
2,500 Tillotson, T. C, Mt. Park, Otero
Flu and TB
2,500 Leeper, Calvert W., Clovis, Curry
Heart and Kidney
2.500 Atkinson, Wm Jr., Roswell. Chaves
Appendicitis
1,000 Nicholson, H. S., Malpic, Union
$75,000. Toul.

t

CHRISTIAN CHURCH

--

COMMENTS

"

''

Bible School at nine forty-fivsharp. Our superintendent, Mr, Harrison, is insisting upon punctuality
on time, every time.
At the eleven o'clock hour it is
due that the pastor make convention
report. This will deal with some of
tho urging things that took many of
the five thousand delegates to Cincinnati, and will make necessary the
mentioning of some of the fundamental things upon which we are builded
as a people.
Junior C. E. at 3:00 p. m. Intermediate at 6:30, with Sister Grisa-mor- e
as superintendent.
Worship
and preaching at 7 :30.
Next Sunday is the time for regular meeting of the board of elders
and deacons, and the hour will be announced at the morning service.
You are welcome to all services.
e

"

You will note that almost every death was caused by the Flu.

Practically all of these people were as strong and healthy as
In the case of Frederico Aragón and
anyone else in the country.
Julia Herrera, the policies had just been issued and neither pnrty
had paid five cents on the note which they gave for the first premium.
These notes were paid by the beneficiaries after settlement of the
claim.
In several instances the policyholders had ceases making payments on their premiums, but the Automatic Extended Insurance
provision kept the policies in force. For instance, Dyer had lapsed
his payment for more than three months, Leeper over two years,
and Atkinson had not paid on lis policy for more than four years,
yet their families received the benefits of their policies. Why? Because our policies provide for such emergncies after the payment of
three anual premiums.

Disc Plows
Buggies

Skarda Hardware Co.
1
He left an estate valued at more than
1900,003. He left no will and you
are his only surviving heir. We are
sending you a check for $500 and are
awaiting your further orders."
The letter was signed by a firm of
lawyers at Honolulu.
The gre"er is happy, Mrs. Downs
will have her operation, the banker
will be paid soon.
"Why not be happy?" said Downs.
"I believed in a dream when things
looked darkest and the dream came
true. If everybody would believe in
dreams we'd all be happy and rich
I'm sorry for Uncle Abner, but he
had to die sometime."

Kcdding, Cal., Oct. 2a. Jerry
of Ohio. City ot TjIMe,
Downs of Round Mountain, near here
rats
Lucas County, M.
dreamed the other night that his
Frank J. Chney makes oath that h
la senior partner of th Arm of P. J.
troubles were over.
Cheney
Co., doing buslnws In th City
The mortgage was overdue and the
of Toledo, County and Btat aforesaid,
nd that Mid firm will pay th sum of
banker threatened to foreclose. Mrs.
ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for aacb
Downs had to go to a hospital for an
and every cm of Catarrh that cannot be
CARD OF THANKS
cured bythcu of HALL'S CATARRH
operation; their youngest son was in
MEDICINE.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
a hospital and the doctor's bill had
Sworn to befor m and subscribed la
my
presence,
(th day of December,
who
tills
those
to
all
thank
We wish
not been paid. The grocer had re
A. D. 1886.
A. W. QLEASON.
(Seal)
were so kind during the illness of
Notary PubUc.
fused to extend credit further.
Medicine I taken InHall's
Catarrh
and
kindness
the
and
for
Dean
Mrs.
Yet Downs went to sleep the other
ternally and acts through the Blood on
night and dreamed he and trouble had words of sympathy after her death. th Muroua Surfaces of th System, Send
for testimonials., free.
parted company forever. When he Especially do we wish to thank the
F. J. CHENET ft CO., Toledo, O.
Bold by all riruRinats. 15c.
and
Church,
of
the
Christian
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH awoke the next morning he was not ladies
Family I'llls for constipation.
Ball's
in the least surprised when the rural the children of the four grades at
May
offerings.
sent
who
floral
school
look
brought
him a legal
Who It Jetui?
mnil carrier
If its news The News wants it. '
You have been hearing a great deal ing envelope. The letter read: "Ab- - God bless all of you.
Phone
us. No. 97.
Children.
D.
and
S.
Dean
22.
May
in
Honolulu
died
Downs
for the past several weeks about ner
Jesus Christ in messages that have
been an inspiration to you. Have you
ever naked yourself the question and
tried to find the answer: Who is
Jesus? Some will say He is my Saviour, otht rs will suy He is the Christ,
the Son of the Living God. He bus
reached th j epitome of happiness who
can from the heart spenk those words. S
But have you investigated His right 3.
to that title? Jesus stands among men
making the most stupendous and
amazing demands that are possible
only with the One whom we know as,
God. Has He the right to make these
demands of you and if so, Why?
These questions will be considered
next Sunday morning at 11 o'clock
at the Presbyterian church. Come
and let us reason together.
"Why Should I B. a ChrUtian?"
You have heard i said all your life
in public and in private, from the
On the J. A. Evans farm 4 miles north and 6 miles east of Clovis and 4 miles C)
pulpit and the pew, "every person living ought to be a Christian." Being
and 2 west of Texico. I will offer for sale to the highest bidder witha Christian is the sanest and most
out reserve or bybid the following live stock, crop, implements, etc.
)
praeticul thing in the world. Why?
This subject will be discussed ncxtQ
Sundiiy night at 7:15, at the Prc3by-- I
W
terinn church.
The Sunday School
1 new John Deere lister.
3 0
The largest attendance that we
1 brown horse mule, 3 years old, wt.
1 new John Deere
3
have had in many years wns on hand
1000 pounds.
r
1
1 T
breaking plow.
Emerson
O e
Inst Sunday morning.
We are not R
1 gray mare, 8 years old, weight 900.
1 Two-ro?
a
5
weight
'800.
ralisfied to stay at that mark. We
C
1 black filley, 2 years old
1
Block and tackle and rope.
a. 3
want to make next Sunday n still
1 black
mare 6 years old and her
greater day for our Sunday School.
blnek mule colt.
C "
There is just one way to do this.
1 sorrel mure 4 years old, and her sor" 5
You who were there last Sunday (g)
colt.
horse
rel
" o
come back thin Sunday and bring an- g
o
n
other one.
it -,
1 Dresser.
Come on, Presbyterians, let's make!
1 Chiffioneer.
next Sunday a great day for our
1 Safe.
church. Strangers and visitors al1 red 0 years old cow and calf.
O
2 Tables.
C S "
ways welcome.
1 brown 6 years old Jersey cow and
3
6
2 Bed steuds and springs.
e .
TED P. HOLIFIELD, Pastor.
calf.
1 Rocking chair.
1 red 6 years old cow and calf.
2 m a
1 Heater; 1 Kitchen Range
THOROLY CAPTURED
1 red 3 yeqrs old cow and calf.
o tí sr
1 Bachelor stove.
cow
7
years old
1 brown bald faced
Othe.' Articles too numerous to
A man who was wanted by the
and calf.
Q.
police had been photographed in six
1 red motley faced 6 years old cow,
different positions, and the pictures
fresh soon.
sent to the chief of police of a pro1 red 7 years old cow.
vincial town where it was thought
s
likely the fugitive was in hiding.
After the lapse of a few days the following reply reached headquarters:
120 acres of crop, consisting of 10
a o
"Sir; I duly received the portraits
"n- bo
acres cane, 20 acres of maize, 90
22 Plymouth Rock Hens.
of the six miscreants whose capture
acres of kafñr.
28 Mixed Hens.
is desired.
I have arrested five of
them and the sixth is under observation and will be secured shortly."

c

north

R. M.'Hall at First National Bank or

j!

L. C. Mersfelder,
State Manager, Kansas City Life' Insurance Co.,
Box 108, Albuquerque, M. M.

Implements

"Jo

Household Goods

r

-'

lin Blackleg Serum. I am not and have
not been in any way connected with this
concern. I am and have been for the
past two years using the Park, Davis
Aggressin and have used during that
time approximately 7000 or 8000 doses
and have not had a single loss. f there
U any doubt to this statement I will furnish the names of parties that I have
used this serum for.

j

Horses and Mules

Ul

tu ) fif q.uryn

Someone seoms to have boon missin-forme- d
as to my using the O. M. Frank-

SAL

NOVEMBER 10, 1919

For information concerning our contracts on family protection
write to this office or see our local representative,

Blackleg S erum!

A TEXAS WONDER
for kidney and bladder troubles, gravel, weak and lame back, rheumatism
and irregularities of the kidneys and
bladder in both men and women. If
not sold by your druggist will be sent
by mail on receipt of $1,25. One
small bottle often cures. Send for
sworn testimonials.
Dr. E. W. Hall,
2926 Olive st., St. Louis, Mo. Sold
by druggists.

Commencing at 1:00 p.m.

Much more might be said in connection with this matter, but
with these facts before us, it appears that any reasonable man or
woman wi'h dependants should sit down and seriously consider this
duty to provide for them and the nact.

IXBXEKES

Listers

()

Tho leading physicians of the United States are agreed that the
Flu epidemic undoubtedly will reap its death toll throughout the
United States for several winters, possibly In milder form.

djyyi'

Threshing Machines

P

In settling these various claims we have noticed that in many,
many Instance, this insurance represented practically the only estate
left for the family.

i.jmvf

ALL THAT'S LACKING
IS A FAIRY PR1NCE1

3

x

ss

Cattle

e.3r

sis

if
r

Chickens

5.í

Crop

-

Mr. Evans will also offer farm

at private sale.

Job Printing nt the News Office.

Thos. W. Jones, V. S.
CLOVIS, N. M.

B

CW.

3 ÍL"
A

For Job Work of all kinds, phone number 97.

W. M. FULFER, Owner

PILLS
CHICHESTER SBBANU,
A
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RAMEY, Auctioneers
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Dennis & Son, Clerks
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Regular Communication
4
CLOVIS LODGE, A. F. A A. M.
Tuesday, Not. 4th.
I
Degreo Work
4
A. J. Whiting, Secretary.
4
4

RE

ADY-TO-WE-

SALE

AR

4

44

4 4

For Ladies

4 4 4 4 4

Lots of good used heaters.

Furniture

Saturday and Monday Only

Clovis

Co.

R. C. Childers left the first of the
week for a business trip to Beaumont,
Texas.

For two days we offer Special Reductions on Ladies Reedy-twear with big stocks to select from and no restrictions. Your choice
of any garment in the Suit, Dress or Coat section, for two days only,
at a good saving. Take advantágo of this offer while it lasts.
c

Genuine ROUND OAK Ranges and
Heaters.

V
'

4

v

Ladies' Suits
15
Discount

Attorney C. A. Hatch left Wednesday morning forva business trip to
Santa Fe.

y

Tliirty-Iiv- e
styles of ladies wW Full suits tit cIioum- IYmii
einlirjieiujiall the newest styles, incliuling the ripple t'l'c t
made of line wool poplins, men's wear serges, bmadi luths,
silvertones, tinseltones and trieolines, in sizes Hi to 11. at
priees running from $2."), r3..')0, p:, p.)..:i fl), fl!).")0,
to .fM.Oi), offered at

C. W. Loftis, teacher in the St,
Vrain school, was a Clovis visitor last
Saturday.

Papa, are we protected?
Listen,
Mr. R. M. Hull, sells life insurance

MARGUERITE CLARK
--

II7

that protects little children.

IN-

in

W

1

wiaow oy rroxy

L. W. Locker and J. H. Foster of
Hereford were Clovis visitors Saturday. Mr. Locker formerly lived in

i

Phonograph Records, Records, ReBest quality, lowest price.
cords.
Just received the latest hits.'
CROFT MUSIC CO.

w

Ladies' Coats

Sup tose a dozen other tangles and you'll have an
idea of how you'll enjoy "Widow by Proxy."
Then suppose Marguerite Clark was the widow
that wasn't you'd come, wouldn't you? You bet!
It'll make you laugh till the tears come.

Fifty or more styles in ladies new Antiinin eoats, in all wanted colors,
fine woolens and velours, silvertones. Plushes ami silvertins, some with fur
eollars and trimmings, some are half lined, others full lined wiih fancy atin
materials. Selling regular at fJ."), .fj!.")(), prt, .f:!!i,-i-i, fr:. jf4!..7( to .fT.l, at

Stove Boards, Coal Hods and Stove
Pipe.

ALSO TWO REEL COMEDY
MUTT AND JEFF CARTOON

10

Mr. Farmer, haul your wheat to
Clovis and do your fall trading where
the merchants have big stocks to
select from.

AT THE

9

T. H. Keen, representing the Wichita Falls Record-New- s
hus been in
Clovis this wei-- in the interest of the
circulation department of that paper.

First Show Starts at 7:00

TRY TO GET IN

218 North Connolly St., Phona
273.

PERSONAL MENTION

Stove

Polish

and

tt

Reductions

ACKMAN'
THE STORE THEY TALK ABOUT

Mr. and Mrs.

SÍ"f

itt

154.

10

Fire

Auto Hlatlog. Bert Curies. Phone

Bert Curies. Phone

es

f

I have started my Raleigh wagon
and will be on the road at all times
with a full line f goods. R. H. Snel-lin-

Elbows,
Shovels.

Hundred styles of Lidies new Kill ;md Winter dives,
the new styles, done in line serges, satins, ;tnd trieo-lionand a few eoniliinatiuns. S.'lling
at

in all

re"-u'a-

Miss .Margaret Sullivan of Amarillo spent several days here the past
week visiting the Misses Lyons and
Mrs. Cecil Honea.

NOVEMBER 1st.

Reductions

Ladies' Dresses
10
Discount

mm)

.AH the bipr souk hits from the musical play "The Only Girl." Get one
they are all (rone.
CROFT MUSIC CO.

Saturday Nidht

Discount

10

Mrs. Martha McGregor of Gilead,
Nebr., is visiting at the home of her
son, Ed McGregor, and other relatives
south of town.

parted"

Auto painting.

Reductions

15

Clovis.

Suppose v fíirl liad n reason to pretend she was the
widow of a dear friend's husband
Sup ose she fell head over heels in love (with her
brother-in-laby proxy)
Suppose again that, although she was just dying
to have the man of her heart propose, cireumstanees
made her wee every time he mentioned her "late de-

264.

I

J. R. Walton and lit-- l
WÍnnÍfrt'1' r,'turm"1!

Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Mitchell are '
o wt
n a few weeks for ".

P'"""

Regular Muting
mp
'ill .pend the
CLOVIS COMMANDERY
P. .7Sn7n,",",S
.
winter.
...B.
Will be held at Masonic Hall
Monday Evening, Nov. 3rd.
Jas. McDowell,
of the Tex- Mrs. Hannah Roach and son,
at 8:00 O'clock.
.
... EV..11 V,ixewg editor
.
anaj c. a, Kober
Roach, hava rnlom.J
Work in the R. C. and K. M.
fl I.
Degrees. All Sir Kniirhts muid. 4
úngele, and plan to spend
W
Bnyn till' XIH WlllUtr in I' nu .
ing in this Jurisdiction are in- - 4
tire plant is going to commence
R. J Ncal, Recorder.
vited.
soon.
Stop! Look! Listen! Don't fail to
4
e the Al Stevens' Rig Musical
H. C. Reeves and Bob Thomas have
Co. nt the DeLuxo Theatre, berecently shipped a ear of Jersey milk ginning
November 0th.
Auto pa Int Ing. Tert Curlews I'lioue cows to Clovis from Van Zandt Coun2&t.
tf ty, Texas. They will have a public
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Dodd
sale of these cows next SatuHay.
and two
diiniihte,-.f Oklahoma Citv are hero
top'Tnil
section needs more good milk
Wo buy hides and pay the
t"rn vnitat the home of his nephew,
tock.
price. Moss & White.
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D.nliof. Mr. Podd is a sales-"'- 'I
ad
over the entire st: te
Mr. J. B. Tengne ptirrh.vi'il t!v S.
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Assistant District Attorney R. E.
John Nafzger is building a new Rowells went to Fort Sumner MonJohn Foster of Hollene was a
day to look after matters to come up
house on his farm south of Clovis.
visitor Monday.
before district court which convenes
Mrs.
Wanted Sewing.
Flu and its after effects are sucMiller, there next Monday.
cessfully treated by Osteopathy, tfc 315 N. Connelly St.
J. L. Deering was arrested the first
O. V. Slaton left the first of the
The addition to the Kendall Dry of the week by Chief Sadler on a
charge of robbing E. M. Howell of
week for Har.itow, California.
Goods Company is nearing
$45.
The men were occupying the
same room at El Lano Hotel.
Two good car for sale. See
Bale Ties and Broom Corn Wire.
garage at Axtel and Monroe...
Mr. Peterson, a Colorado man, lias
purchased a farm of 1C0 aires from
Heaters nn.i Coo!; Stoves all kinds
Mr. Kitchen, fteosran Land and Cat-t.inr T nitiii -- i...
all prices for all p: :;le.
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The Progressive Shoe Shop has
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Mr. Iavis now lives in the
Arkansas, where he has been conduct- - I.ielult. Addition but will move to 'ho 'd th- n n,l the choto was in one of
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ing revival meetings.
,im ri Mr ,,tc)(1j
home he has recently
from
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Mr. Klein.
Mr. Klein and his family
hr e hours and there
wire said to
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Cook left this W'H soon lenve for Oklahoma,
be about 11,000 confederate
veterans
week for Albuquerque, where they!
in it with ninny bands
that played
will remain for about a month beforo1
F. W.( Myers and T. E. Reiff have Old
Dixie to the very limit.
going to Burstow, Calif., where they recently' returned from a vacntion
expect to make their homo.
trip to Chicago and other points.
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CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO,

Of CHARACTERS
"THIRTEENTH CHAIR"

Presented by Chas. F. Horner
CRAIG WAND, who takes the part
of "Trent" with tlie late Sir Hurbct
Beerbhorn Tree for a year and a
half.
He ha played in Stock
Poll in Washington, for the past
year.
MN. CLAUDE GOURAUD, who
plays one of the most important parts
in "The Thirteenth Chair," the butler, has appeared in the "Eyes of
Youth," Fuir and Wanner," "Thomas
A. Wise," "Polly of the Circus."
The first play was a Shubert produced by Selwin.
MR.
WILLIAM
PEMBERTON,
who plays the part of Howard Stand-is- h
in "The Thirteenth Ctfuir," played in Greenwich Village in the original casta of "WuHoau Picture."
He has also played the part of Chinaman in "The Man Who Came Buck."
a Brady production. In several com
panies he played with Henry Hall and
Conrad Nagle. He played the
time in New York and was in
this year,
New York production
"Bravo Claudia."
MISS VIRGINIA PEMBERTON,
who plays Helen Trent, was playing
this season in "Thd Challenge," New
York production which was closed
because of the strike. She also played in "Fair and Warmer" in stock
at Pittsburg and Winnipeg. She took
the part of Slander in "Experience."
MISS VIRA RIAL, who plays the
part of Mrs. Crosby has appeared
with Mr. and Mrs. Sydney Drew in
"Keep Her Smiling," in which production she aoneared in many of the
m

large cities last winter, including Kansas City. She also played with Sydney Drew in picture and took part
of the Lady in Armour in "The Last
of the Saxons." She has played with
Mr. Tulley in "The Flame," in "The
White Feather," the Broadway
and with Mr. William Brady
for six years.
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Agricultural statistics will likewise
be the subject of special effort on
the part of the Census Bureau as the
Importance of farming is being realnriipiin
ized by the average citizen far mora
ULI1JUÜ LAI Lr.ULU
than ever before.

IF TIE FOU- R-

rvTninrn

Fourteenth Decennial

Census, on which the actual enumera'
FRANK CRAYNE, who plays the
tion work will begin'January 2, 1020,
part of young Crosby has appeared
is to be the most important ever
with the Harry Davis Stock Co. in
taken is shown by the fact that the
Pittsburg, the Vaughn Glaser Stock '
Act of Congress providing for this
Co. in Cleveland, the Film Co. in
census expressly increased the scope
Toronto and with Billie Burke in
of the inquiries so as to include for"Gloria's Romance." He has support
estry and forest products, two subed Virginia Pearson, Doris Kenyon
jects never covered specifically by
and Earl Williams, and has played the
any preceding census act.
juvenile lead with Allice Joyce. He
The inquiries to be made relating
has also pluyed roles in many of the
to population, manufactures, mines,
0. Henry series.
querries and agriculture were also
WINNETT
P. WRIGHT, who
extended in their scope by Congress,
plays the part of Mason,, was on,
the keenest interest over the forththe producing staff of "The Pagent
coming census having been shown by
of Darkness and Light," and with
the members of the census commit
the Arts and Crafts Theatre, of Detees of both the House and Senate
Arriving at one of the most erltleal stugeii of the war, when the Teutons
troit, Mich. In Shakesperian plays
were forcing the Itallun army back to the I'iave, the American lted Cross while the law was under considera
he has played with Horatio, Antonio,
rushed emergeucy relief from Paris and revived the drooping spirits of the tion.
He helped organize whole country. In addition to furnishing rations and comforts and medical
and Malrolia.
The statistics gathered on mining
the Community Play House, of New- attention to the fighting men, the American Red Cross Instituted 42 soup will include
all oil and gas wells.
port, Rhode Island, where he appear- kitvheus, 80 children's hospitals, 10 children's dlopeiiHurles, 14 artificial Uiub Many
startling developments in this
10
homes
stage
refugee
five
refugees.
children,.
plays
and
for
acted as
rest stations for
ed in the
factories,
important branch of the Nation's reThis photograph shows a group of Itallun refugee children being fed If
manager.
sources aro looked for by census ofBed Cross at out of the Numerous relief stations.
HELEN VAN HOOSE, who plays Uta American
ficials. The figures gathered in Texas
the part of Rosalie La. Grange, is!
Oklahoma and Kansas will no doubt
favorita with the theatre going public , teenth Chair," began her professional In John B. Wyners sketch, the "Shop- prove to be those most eagerly sought
in the large cities in the United career in the Carnegie Lyceum at the lifter," she played the title role and for, as shown by inquiries already
Her age of four. She gave a public recital later understudied and played oppo- received by the Census Bureau.
States in which she played.
greatest succesr.es have been scored of classical music at the age of sev- site Wm. Hodge in "The Road to Hap
The compilation and gathering of
in "The Thirteenth Chnir," playing en. She played the title role in Paul piness."
She played with Julia Ar forestry and forest products statis
the same part as that in which she Armstrong's play, "The Bludgeon," thur in "Leramomln" and made her tics will be in charse of a snecial
apeara in the Horner production. toured all the Southern camps with first continental tour with the Cath force of experts. The accurate and
She has played lending roles in New a government entertainment called ienne Play Co., playing in the role cuitiruiieiiaive usures ttuinereu cun- j
York City, and the New York news- "Love and Kisses" and did publicity of Trent in the "Thirteenth Chair,' crni!ig this vital natural resource
papers comment regarding her unusu- - work for the government while on her which part she pinyed in the Horner win be muen in demand, and the com- it itA f nni nvief.
nl dramatic atainments.
tour and at home. She appeared with production. Last season she was gen noiíkAna
n this vuimiviuiio
louiio maita
uinuc urífU
vaiov
j
,
PEATRICE-JAMES"vho plnys the Wm. Collier in "Who's Who," and eral understudy with the James R. ing before the war will be of great
interest.
part of Helen O'Neill in "The Thir- - with Marguerite Clark as "Prunella." Hackett Co. in "The Belter 'Ole."
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PORTALES RAISES POTATOES
From the Seventh Grade up tha
school wes dismissed the middle of
the week for the purpose of permitt
ing the. pupils to assist in gathering
the sweet potato crop that threaten
ed to be lost on account of no help
to gather the crop. There were
enoiiRh sweet potr.toc: raised ir. the
Portales Valley this ear to supply
several states the size of New Mexico.
Two additional storage houses
have been erected and it is stated
that they, in connection with the one
already up, would hold about
of the crop. So far the largest
yield h&o been about one hundred and
thirty-fiv- e
bushels per aero. Portales
Journal.
one-thi- rd

AGAIN
On the night of the armistice day a
negro trooper met some hilarious
Frenchmen. Next morning he was before the captain, charged with intoxication.
"Young man," scowled the captain,
"you've got a mighty good record and
I'm sorry. Have you any excuse to
offer for this outbreak?"
"I ain't got no excuse, please,
cap'n," said the culprit, "but I'sa
done got a good reason."
"A reason !" exclaimed the captain.

"What

is

it?"

"Well, cap'n. I dunno de English
fo' it, but de bunch I met las' night
called it 'encore'."
Phone Ño. 97 for job printing.
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YOU CAN EASILY DEMOLISH
THE HIGH COST OF DRESSING

I

JUST LOOK OVER THESE BARGAINS
Saturday, Monday and Tuesday we feature a number of very special bargains in Ready-to-wefamily and some other articles that cannot easily be overlooked.

In the Ladies

Dept.

Ready-to-we- ar

number of interesting bargains in

We aro offering
t lie things you need.
n

just

Stunning Winter Suits
(Joining so early in the season this reduction should
create a furore. Nothing we might say eould Convey to
your mind the distinctive styles of these suits. Offered
Saturday, Monda v and Tuesdav at

0rc Discount
DRESSES
FiXclusiye models in up to date

frocks of Tricolcttc, Tricotine,
Serge and Satin.
Saturday, Monday, and Tuesday at 15 per cent discoutit.

Children's Coats
Tn very swagger designs, sizes
to 14 years, at 1") per cent

FINE WAISTS
Of (leorgcttc and Silks, assorted colors
and designs.
$7.85
One lot worth to $12.50 at
$4.95
One lot worth to $8.50 at

"lilt's New We Have It"

for all the

ar

SUITS
for Youths
Very desirable
for school and office wear. Three
neat designs.

fl

Sat. Mnn. & Tues.
at

$15

In

tmi

each

i

r
Copyright, 1919, A. B. Kirichbaum

tumpany

And, too, we offer the very newest and best in suits and overcoats, at the most reasonable prices to be found in high grade clothing.
Overcoats at $18.00 to $45.00
Suits at $20.00 to $50.00

ONE LOT CAPS for Men and
Boys. Values at $2.50 at

ONE LOT CAPS for Men and
Boys. Values to $1.25 at

75c

35c

Children's school dresses of best grade
(linghams at fltt 3 per cent discount.
In both Lace and Button, Patent. Val-?in. Bleached Domestic -- p,er yd. 22c
22c
Fine Turkish Towety social at
1--

()

One Lot Ladies' Shoes

In both Lace and Button, Patent and
ues to $6.00. Very special at
$3.35
at
$3.35

W. I. LUIKART P CO.
O.

THE CLOV1S

Burns, whose business and post office
nddress is Clovis, New Mexico, win
duly appointed administrator of the
estate of Philo Alden, deceased, by
the Probate Court of Curry County,
N'e'v Mexico, and that he is now the
duly qualified and acting administrator of suid estate.
Notice is further given that all persons who have cluims against said estate are required to present the same
to said administrator within the time
prescribed by lnw.
In witnejs whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the teal
of said court, this the 20th day of
.
September, 1910.
W. C. ZERWEIt,
(Seal)
County Clerk and
Clerk of
the Probate Court.

V
Machinery

3
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Mi. Farmer, machinery is t lit highest it has lieeii in the world's history
and no douht will he for some time to

l
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supply cigarette contentment beyond anything
experienced ! You never tasted such
mellow-mildnessuch refreshing, appetizing
flavor and coolness. The more Camels you smoke the
greater becomes your delight Camela are such a ci&a-retrevelation I
Everything about Camels you find so fascinating is due to
their quality to the expert blend of choice Turkish and

CAMELS

full-bodi- ed

s;

Why not build some substantial
sheds to protect your implements from

NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT
OF ADMINISTRTOR AND
NOTICE TO CREDITORS

the weather? "We have a big stock and
can furnish you the lumber. We also
suggest budding now that new home,
or the addition to the one you have, that

te

In the Probate Court of Curry County, State of New Mexico.
In the matter of the estate of R. J.
Kretehmar, deceased.
Notice is hereby given, that letters
of administration on the estate of R.
J. Kretehmar, deceased, were granted
to the undersigned by the Probate
Court of Curry County, State of New
Mexico, on the 11th day of October,

you have been promising yourself and

vour familv.

choice Domestic tobaccos.

lis

said estate are requested and required
to exhibit the same to the undersigned at hi office in Clovis, New Mexico, for allowance,
within twelve
(12) months after the date of this
notice with necessary vouchers, or
they will be forever barred from any
Aicnefit of said estate; or, said claims
may be filed with the clerk of suid
Court.
Dated this the 11th day of October,

Alfalfa Lbr. Co.
More To Build It Right"
Phone 15

.

You'll say Camels are in a class by themselves they seem
made to meet your own personal taste in so many ways!

or unFreedom from any unpleasant cigiiretty after-tast- e
pleasant cisaretty odor makes Camels particularly desirable
to the moat fastidious smokers. And, you smoke Camels as
liberally as meets your own wishes, for they never tire your
taste ! You are always keen for the
cigarette, satisfaction that makes
18c a package
Camels so attractive. Snickers realize that the value is in the cigarettes
ur.d Jo not expect premiums or cou- -

1919.
All persons having claims against

Clovis, N. M.

-

J; C

come.

"It Costs No

Compare Camela with any cia
ret to in the world at any price !
Canir

dii riff

f
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1919.
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Syrup

AN ideal breakiast dish is delicious golden brown
French toast with
Syrup. And
it is the most economical of foods.

i

country made

h

syrup with the real flavor just as it
comes from the country. It cost3 no more than
ordinary syrups. For hot cakes and hot breads
is the ideal spread.

All syrups are sweet including PRER
Then what is the difference. Flavorl Wholesome, fresh, appetizing flavor of real country syxuj)
in all its purity. Let your palate be the judge.
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GOAT MILK
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Real Service!
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Witness my hand and the ,ilial
seal of the State Land Ofllce of the
State of New Mexico, this eighth day
of October, 1919.
N. A. FIELD,
Commissioner of Public Lands, State
of New Mexico.
First publication Oct. 16, 1919.
Last publication Dec. 25, 1919.

We are now feeding more
people than at any tima we
have been in the restaurant
business in Clovis. There it a
rea.inn fur this. We arc giving
our patrons the very best
service ami plenty of good
things to eat.

l.os-sib- le

V. Steed

C.

OPEN

ALL NIGHT

We have adopted a new policy of keeping

Undertaker and
Embalmer
Manager

Clovig

Cemetery

how lute they are in

at night or
Phone

14

our restaurant

open all night. This will give
the wheat haulers a chance to
get something to eat no matter

Both Day and Night.

For Breakfast Tomorrow French
Toast or Pancakes With Plenty of

i
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Oof Éh9 MoJbáí
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TOBACCO COMPANY

Winton-,calcnus-ii-fi-

111

is the

1

huir in m:tnt 'Acuity
k
tu ttvs fr Imn
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RJ.REYNOLDS

CASH RAMEY,
Administrator.
R. E. Rowells, Attorney.
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FOR SALE
One school building minus equipNOTICE! NOTICE! NOTICE!
NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT
ment, located three miles east of CloOF
vis,
known as Liberty School, to be
ADMINISTRATOR
rrind and hone straight blade razors,
razor blades, and anything in In the Probate Court of Curry Coun- sold to the highest bidder. Sealed
bids will be received until 7 p. m,,
line of surgical instruments. All
ty, New Mexico.
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
November 3. Board reserves priviWe are now able to rohandlc, re. In the matter of the Estate of
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Philo lege of accepting or rejecting any
work is guaranteed to give satisfacAlden, deceased, No. 2C5.
PUBLIC LAND SALE
bid.
CURRY COUNTY
tion.
Notice is hereby given that on the
A.
L.
Dillon,
President.
Southwestern Drug Company.
2Gth day of September, !019, F.
S. Jno. 0. Pritchard, Clerk.
Office of the Commissioner of Public
Lands, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Notice is hereby eiven thut pur
suant to the proviaiiins of an Act of
Contrrem approved June 2(Jth, 11 10,'
the luws of tile Slate of New Mexico,!
and the rules and reculntuniH ot the
Stiite Land Office, the Commissioner
of Public Lands will offer at public
.mile to the highest bidder at !) o'clock
A. M., on 1'uesduy, .lunuury
Oih,
1!0, in the town of Clovis, County
of Curry, State of New Mexico,
front of the court house therein, the
following described tracts of land,
viz:
Kale No. lUiiO
All of Sec. 3(1,
K.
2
K., coiitaininir (4U.UU
acres, 'lhe improvement consists of
houses, barns, corrals, well, windmill,
tank, fencing, orchard, value $.j,ltiü.
Sale No. 1351 All of Sec. 16, T.
0 N., K. y
K
40.00
containinu
acres. The improvements consist of
fencing, value $1)50.00.
No bid on the above
described
tracts of land will be accepted for
less than 'FEN DOLLARS ($10.00)
per acre, which is the appraised value
thereof, and in addition thereto the
successful bidder must pay for the
improvements that exist on the land.
Kach of the above described tracts
will be offered for sale separately.
The above sale of land will be subject to the following terms and conditions, viz:
The successful bidder must pay to
the Commissioner of Public Lands or
his ai;cnt
holding such sale,
of the price offered by
him for the land, four per cent interest in advance for the balance of such
purchase price, fees for advertising
and appruiscment and all costs incidental to the sale herein, each and all
of said amounts must be deposited in
cash or certitied exchange at the time
of sale and which said amounts and
all of them are subject to forfeiture
BRER RABBIT
to the State of New Mexico, if the
successful bidder does not execute a
contract within thirty days after it
has been mailed to him by the State
Latid Office, said contract to provide
rich-bodie- d,
thnt the purchaser may at his option
BRER RABBIT
muke payments of not less than
ribbon-can- e
of ninety-liv- e
per cent of
the purchase price at any time after
the sale and prior to the expiration
of thirty years from the date of the
contrac' and to provide for the payment of any unpaid balance at the
expiration of thirty years from the
BRER BABBIT
date of the contract with interest on
deferred payments at the rate of four
per cent per annum payable in adt,
vance on the anniversary of the date
RABBIT.
of the contract, partial payments to
be credited to the anniversary of the
date of the contract next following
the Hate of tender.
The above salo of land will he subject to valid existing rights, casements, rights of way and reservations.
All mineral rights In the above deHousewi ves everywiere know that the name "PENICK& FORD"
scribed lands are reserved to the
State.
on a food means Always the Beat of its Kind, 22 yean of quality.
The Commissioner of Public Lands
or his agent holding such Sale reserves the right to reject any and all
bids offered at said sale.
Possession under contracts of sale
for the above described tracts will
be given on or before October 1st,

BRER RABBIT
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0gg& Boss Cafe
Open AH Nigh
After you eat always take
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I'hone No. 97 for job printing.
Phone us. No. 07.

Mrs. J. W. Welch
Teacher of

Piano-Tw- enty

Years Experience

Modern Methods Tnught-Carc- ful
1 raining a Specialty.

and Thorough

For JnfonnatioiPaiKl Terms call at 308 N. Pile or
Phone No. 214.

Magic City Furniture and

Undertaking Co.
(JOHNSON

BROS.;

Embalmers and Funeral Directors
LADY ASSISTANT
Day Phone 211

AMBULANCE

SERVICE
Night Phone 235
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Anything Wrong With Your Automobile?

The Plains Buying and

f

This garai;e is equipped to handle all classes of repair work on
any make of automobile und specializes in electrical and battery
work. Extensive line of automobile tires and accessories. Five of
the most competent automobile men in the business employed in this
repair department.
Complete vulcanizing plunt. Butteries repuired
and recharged.
Distributor (or the Willard Slang e Battery
Pennsylvania, Racine, McGraw and State distribittr for Amaron Tirei.

The Plains Buying and Soiling; Associution, a corporation composed

of some 400 stockholders, the ' majority

them being Curry County people, does one of the most

Carrying everything to be found in metropolitan lore, including nationally advertised merchandise, such at Eastman Kodaks,
Victrolaa, Graphonolai, Candies, Cosmetics and Toilet goods.

can be sustained by few institutions

in charge of a registered pharma-

NEW MEXICO

T. H. HURD, Proprietor.

When this institution first opened for business in Clovis
voiced about $2000.

in which the institution

is in excess of $20,000, which is
4

I

O, A. CAMPBELL

4444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444
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Do It Electrically The Easy Way 44
X

Our extensive line of electrical appliances and fixtures will soon
be installed in our new location, corner of Main and Monroe.. We
Will
will carry the most extrntive line to be found in New Mexico.
do contract wiring of hornet and installation of electrical fixtures.
Call and visit ut.

4

4
4
X

The Nunn Electric Co. of Clovis

X

NEW MEXICO
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4
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"The Store of Quality"
Carrying in its men's department all the nationally known standA complete and up to data
ard linee of clothing and furnishingt.
Clothing for the children and an
ladiet department.
extensive dry goods department.
ready-to-we-

Mandell Clo. & Dry Goods Co.

!

The Popular Shopping Center of Clovis
NEW MEXICO
CLOVIS
4444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444v
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It Is True That Clothes Don't Make the Man

j
j

But being well dressed haa a fery material influence upon sue
ceit In a butineit way. You will alwayt have a personal identity if x
you dress in a KIRSCHBAUM suit of clothes. Our Gents store is 4
?
one of the most complete in New Mexico.

LUIKART & CO.

J

I

"THE BIG STORE "

NKW MKXICI) 1
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CAKES, PIES, BREAD

The small

was located soon proved

Telephone 248

Wholesale and Retail

The best

NEW MEXICO

nans

$

a very substantial growth

compared to the small amount of stock maintained when the
business was first opened. Last year the sules of the two
stores located in Clovis alone amounted to more than $100,-00- 0
and this year will be considerable in advance of that
amount.
The directors of the Plains Buying and Selling Association are all well known men In Curry County. The Clovis
store is under the management and direction of F. B. Payne,
who hus had the management of the stores since Muy last
year. Mr. Payne has resided in Clovis since 1008 and before
Clovis was on the map, using his own expression. He has
encaged in the mercantile business at various times during
the building of Clovis and In the fall of 1!H6 became interested in the institution realizing the extensive field over
which it had to operate. He has been identified with the
association since that time and is using every effort to make
it a pucoess.
Mr. Payne has actively been

inloiv.-te-d

in the develop-

ment of the resources of Clovis from tliü day the city was
first established. lie is an active member of the Chamber
of Commerce and always gives his undivided support to any
meritorious undertaking which promises for the future development of the resources of this section. He manages the
Plains Buying and Selling Associution in such a manner as
to not only make it a paying investment for the stockholders
of the institution but to make it an important factor in the
development of Clovis tfs a leading commercial center. He
owns his own home here and is in Clovis to stay.
The Plains Buying and Selling Association carries n
extensive line of groceries, gruins, flour, coal, gas, motor
oils, ammunition, school supplies and stationery and work
clothing. The lines mentioned are all carried in extensive
The extenlots and especially in the grocery departments.
sive business of the firm makes it possible for the grocery
stock to be turned frequently with the result that to purchase groceries from this store means to always get the
best the market affords as well us fresh goods.
Space will not permit the enumeration of the many
carried but suffice to say that this is
lines of
one of the leading institutions of Clovis and one which every
day plays an important part in the business scheme of
things. Slock in this associution is always on sr.le to anyone
wishing to buy, with the stock of the corporation selling at
$1.1 per share.
The stockholders of the Institution are till
patrons of the store which gives the firm an extensive business at all times.

Always Choose the Clothes of the Better

Grade
Our line of furnishings for men and young men is one of the
most extensive in New Mexico and incorporates all the standard lines
one could desire. We do cleaning and pressing that pleases, maintaining free automobile delivory service. No matter how dainty the
fabric we can handle it satisfactorily.

SMITH & HYATT
444444444444444444444'-4444444444444444444-
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"The House of Korrect Klothing"
-
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E. T. Jernigan & Co., Jewelers
I
North Main Street '
Cut Glas3, Diamonds
J Of ficial Watch Inspectors
Watches, Souvenirs
SANTA FE
I
EXPERT WATCH REPAIRING
Inspect Our Extensive Line of Holiday Goods.

-

t

112

CLOVIS

-

-

-

-

-

-

NEW MEXICO

J
J
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Foot Dress Is Just As Important As
Tailored Clothing

The man who does not drets his feet well detracts from his other
wearing apparel no matter how well it may fit or how expensive it
might be. This store specializes in footwear that will appeal to the'
most fastidious. Walk on "Walk Overs" for comfort and style.'

i

t
t

THE CASH SHOE STORE
E. A. STORY
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A Live Bank in A Live, Progressive City
An institution established in Em tern Ne Mexico to meet the
needs of those living in this section and parts of Woit Texas. Essen- - 4
tially an agricultural and stockman's bank. Depository for the
United States, State of New Mexico, County of Curry and City of E
Clovis.

The First National Bank
Deposits $706,000.00

Capital $100,000.00

Clovis, New Mexico.
J
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the market affords

CLOVIS

of additional stores.

4

TTTtl

f--

The stock of merchandise carried in these stores at this time

Clovis Ice Cream and Bottling Works

CLOVIS

CLOVIS BAKERY

Fnrwell.

)

NEW MEXICO
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ments in Clovis with two stores here and one maintained ut

branching out by the establishment

Try Campbell's
j
GOLDEN GINGER ALE
We

"
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result was that it was moved to larger quarters and began

444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444
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The Most Complete Garage la This Section of New Mexico
CLOVIS

to be too small for the carrying on of the business and the

Deposits $314,262.38.
S. A. JONES, Cashier.

W.

Z

quarters

Capital Stock $25,000.00

CLOVIS

at a much cheaper rate an'l the success of this institution

the stock of merchandise

These four cardinal points have hrlped ut to build up
Few banks in this
this institution to its present strenpth.
section have had the growth of ours.
.
We invite you to bank with us.

Automobile tuppliet of all kindt, including repair work and".
electrical and ignition work. Curb tervice for gatoline anr oils.

4

grown to be one of the most extensive mercantile establish-

The Citizens Bank of ClovÍ3
f
Safe, Sound, Careful and Courteous

4

C. V. KELLEY, Manager.

DODGE XND PAIGE AUTOMOBILES

.

it would be possible to place merchandise before the public

located near the railroad, this institution in a short time has

4444444444444.).444..44444444 44444444444444444444444

Ice Cream is a Food, not a Summer Luxury.
have it at all times.

or- -

attests to the soundness of their plun. From a little store

4444444444444444444444444444444r44444444444
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The Plains Buying and Selling Association was

-

S

NEW STATE AUTO COMPANY

ganized by a cluss of men who realized thut by

Southwestern Drug Co.

X

4-

Service That Serves

and has a record for growth and development that
doing business in the

Mexico

state.
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ex-

tensive mercantile businesses in the entine State of New
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The Leading and Popular Drug Store of Clovis

CLOVIS

-

(By R. KENNETH EVANS)
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Heating Stoves, Cook Stoves, Ranges, alt kinds, all
pricee. Stovea for everybody. If you are in need of any
kind of ttove call and let us show you what we have in our
big stock.

Soiling Association

TAYLOR TIRE & BATTERY CO.
Ill SOUTH MAIN STREET

Our prescription department
cist at all timet.

WE HAVE STOVES

Buying aid

ellim

As sooauon

tt

4
X

4
X

4
X

With our three stores our buying connections make it possible for us to carry an extensive line at a lower
prices than the one store merchant. Our stock of Coal, Grain, Implements and Groceries is the most cam-plein this section of New Mexico. We want your patronage along with the 400 our stockholders.
te

M

I

i

ciovi,,NewMex.
i

V

p. B. PAYNE, Manager

f

t
f
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clerk attends to the clerical end of
the city'i business.. Oscar Dobbs is
city manager of Clovis now, having
taken over the duties of this office a
few months ago In addition to acting
as city engineer. Mr. Dobbs Is putting much system In the city'i affairs
and his services are proving valuable.
Teleohone service, express com
panies, telegraph lines, elevators and
extensive shipping facilities makes
the public utilities of Clovis far above
the average city of this size in the
great Southwest.

Clovis Public Utilities and Pay Roll
II

Q--

In the growth and development ol
a community- - there is no one factor
of more importance in the encouragement of immigration than the maintenance of public utilities adequate
for the needs of the city and to furconveniences
nish those modern
which are demanded in this progreA city withsare and advanced r.gc
out adequate public utilities is like a
hip without a rudder.
' In chosing a place for his future
home, whether he is the class of r
Kiident that will build a home or nut,
the average individual first will lake
into consideration the opportunities
that are offered in tl.at community
and the forces for a good living which
that city posse sis. Ho investigates
ihe water supply, its eiurce and as to
its purity. He endeavors to ascertain what sanitary mensures have
been adopted for the use of the city
as to whether there is danger from
epidemics of disease. He ascertains
if hi can secure lighting facilities
and electricity for the many other
modern conveniences which are usually found in the modern American
home of today.
In the matter of public utilities the
city of Clovis is in a far better condition than the average city in the
one
maintains
and
Southwest
of the most up to dnte municipal
plants to be found anywhere in this
section, under the absolute ownership and management of the city.
To begin with, the city's water supply in one of the purest that can be
Five
secured for any municipality.
wells, 850 feet deep and one well
B13 feet deep are the sources of supply. These wells are of sufficient
depth to make surface contamination
absolutely impossible and the largest
well esnrcially taps one of the inexhaustible underground rivers of pure
water. An inspection by a government chemist of the water supply of
Clovis. this test water being taken
dircctlv from the mains at one of the
domestic outlets, showed that the
water was more than 98 percent pure
It wn?
and free from all bacteria.
pronounced absolutely pure for doLarge pump,
mestic ronsumntion.
spoken of later in this article, storage
tHi'ffi luí sunrlv tin's make it improbable for Clovis ever to suffer a
water famine,
The water situation in Clovis hi?
changed materially in the lat few
years and has kept ahead of the town
The
In extension and advancement.
city's plant hns been under the management and direction of George W
Chalfnnt for the lust eleven years
Mr. Chulfant is an expert along
having "pent twenty years of h'?
life in water nlanti making their op
eration a lifetime study.
When Mr. Chalfnnt took ehsr of
the waterworks system in Clovi'
eleven years ago the svstrm consisted
of a small frame, building coverint
two fhnllow drilled wclli. And at
that time the maximum mimping capacity of these two wells was from
40,000 to 50,000 gallons per day.
Today, after years of growth and
the plort consists of a
brick building. 40 bv R0 feet, and w'th
engine capacity that will develop
more thun 000 horse power r.nd n
pumping cntin-it- y
from 400 000 gallons to .'00,000 gallons per dnv.
irt-1"I f
The firt v;n
vcre sr"ll.
the wntrrwoHn
Two years ago a large universal
-s
inrtalled.
Skinner eng'-- c
One of the feat'ifri of this engine is
the economical expnnse of oporet-nn- .
The engines all burn coal and while
the smaller engines takes approximately 10 pounds per k. w, the largo
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ADMIRAL
WELDING

SHOP
JFF

D. BRYANT, Prop.

'
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wald any break of any

isa, in any

mUl, at any

time.

'ft.
Wo buy and tell used

n-y-

ta
engine requires but six and do- -i
more work. This large entir e
is the only one of its kind i;ytllcd ia
Three
the State (.f New Mexico.
boilers supply the xtiam to the en- gines and arc of the Casey Hedges
type with 100 horse pcv.'cr ruling
each. Two large American ecatn- fugnl pumps of ruflieicnt capacity
at one t!;ne
to supple six fire
a part of the equipment fr.ir.i a
A large co.il
machinery standpoint.
bin capacity sufficient to store eon!
for three months opruf'on is provided. This bin provide 800 ton of
coul. 'The machinery equipment of
the water system 3 one of the mo3t
complete in the steto.
The vr.t?r mmply na stated before
comes from the underground rivers.
When the city took the plant there
were only two of these smi.ll wcllj.
One of the first moves on the part of
the city
ai to contract fov ihree
more of these (mailer drilled we!h.
These five h
svrplied the
v;"" to
some fix or seven years
the sninll numping
n:! lh"
I
hiuh t of irikeeo and ''
inmimptfon it bccaTv
rr. tn
diviso seme way of
h
larger quantities o water i. a Much
nialh r cost of proo-tlon- .
The rlan nf hrld!u a niv ,;v."
.on" ri'e vil')"- writ. 'V (.it si i c' ns
n
d'reuwd, but af'
:
dv ef th
it
'
thoroufh
,.
was ' ' ' '
'ífiViei!.
v...?
' '
to be t
dv:n- vi?'nif
i
'
- -'- 1!:. It
fi Mr '1
ing '
v,-l-
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000 for a r
tnrc proved to
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l;nr $100.
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this conjec- ' r
?t. The large
well wr.s dr'lb'd
Artesin Ivm
and much of the
ry ired was
well, Th"
for this
well cost approximat-l?10 000 and
rinveinn n n"ich 'vnter n the
nine line
hv" cnrr-- fr"-'Portales.
Tho smnller wells will
pump now 40 gnllons ner
while the nr well i!velrvi- - HPO
per "rute without nry
ceare in ho flow.
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havener items

Mr. and Mrs. Sam Willis visited
Mr Winn's Sunday.
Phone 133
Mr. and Mrs. Hankhouse gave a
narty last Friday night for their son
William, In honor of his birthday.
Nice refreshments were served and
a good time was had by all present.
A party of Havener young folks
meeting
attended the

O. M. Reese, Prop.

DO IT NOW!

y

S""dí,V

"W-

Sunday School will be in the morn
ing at 10 o'clock hereafter instead of
3 o'clock in the afternoon.
Mrs. Maxwell and Miss
Turner
went to Clovis on the morning train
Saturday, returning Sunday.
William and Russell Hankhouse
helped Mr. Tharp unload a car of ap
ples the latter part of last week.
Mr. Jake Filer of Blacktower and
Wilburn Farris of Clovis visited the
Havener Sunday School last Sunday.
Most of our formers are very busy
these fine days gathering kaffir and
raize, while others' are putting in
wheat.
Mrs, Lee Hand
is visiting
her
laughter who lives in Texas.

Lucky Tiger

Let Us Fill That
oal Bin With
Good Old

ROCKVALE
Lump Coal
Kemp Lumber
Company

iv

k 1300 GOLD BOND

f

I

Clovis Cream &

Produce

lf

'

.;
"
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Clovis' railroad fifties and
pay roll has really been the
making of the town. No towu in
New Mexico can boast of better railroad facilities than Clovis with her
two main Santa Fe lines crossing at
this place. With four way divisions
214 North Main Street.
out of this place, Frd Harvey eating
house, Santa Fe hospital and extensive railroad repair shops Clovis has
a pay roll that is enjoyed by no other
The
town in eastern New Mexico.
Now
monthly pay roll that is disbursed by
the Santa Fe system at this place is
between $100,000 and $125,900 at
this time and is getting larger every
year. This in itself is pufficient to
ON THE SIDE
support a town of considerable proportions. The Santa Fe always furnishes work for a large body of men
ing but
I am not much for
here and on account of the division
point, shops, etc., fiOO or 600 men Bre' 1
have always paid the top price for
enabled to make their homes here and
derive their support from the work eggs, chickens, hides, and all kinds of
furnished. In the early dny this work
fresh
Now I am adding
was a great boon to the homesteader Produce.
who was attempting to get on his feet ,ne of Kroc,.rieg which I will sell a
ana prove up a claim at the same
little cheaper for spot cash.
time,

J. D. Bryant

An Inspector dent from the govern-muc- h sum-f- a who, use electricity in Clovis.
nicnl ofileen to him, ce', the v.vlh oí These lines cover the entire city and
th entire country pronounced this
it porrible for anyone living
large well-thlest in the country,
within the corporate limits of the
About twelve mil s of water niaif cily to use electricity.
The plant is
have been l.iid in the city rar.girg enuipped to carry a connected load
from the two inch f.icdi r pipes to ef 700 hor.io power and for the size
h? ten inch mains and bo construct d of the city 1m
large
as to make it possible for the city to lay load npnoximately
300 horse
build extensions as necessary in keep-ar- e ower.
ing with the growth and development
The electric plant has maintained
of the city. Nine hundred water taps a record seldom experienced by such
err now in use providing the consu- plants. The average enforced shut
Fifty-twmer of the city with wr.ter.
down for repairs or other reasons
fire plugs arc maintained in th
during the past ten years has been
city located in aceordnrco. with thr h:rty minutes .per year and for one
sp"cifientions of the Insurance under- ihree year period the plant was run
writers. Ten nun are employed at without a single shut down. This
the plant a id the plant is never shut plant can furnish ample electricity
dewn. A slorigc reservoir of 200,-00- fur nower and is one of the attractive
g:ill.)iis U provided and a storage features for the installation of manutank fit the plant elevated 100 feet is facturing institutions in the city.
rrevided with a rapacity of 100,000
The city maintains a complete sewgallons.
erage system, connection being availAnother public util;ty owned and able to almost every house in the
by the city is th? fife de- city. About seven and
miles
railment. The eiuiirmont for th" of sewirago line is maintained and
fire department conmista of one motor two and
miles of line carryrti"l: !",! one ho-- e tvrt in reserve. ing the sewerage out of the city to
A e
in'l:o:t eh"-.-- - !. ladder and the septic tanks provided for its
ho'-t v.itb 200 feit of hise. A deposition.
crpa.itv f ;nimr3 to prov'i!"j
The citv's lit il:tV s h vf! rot about
vr i.i.'e in
e ef
extend j car.-- : $270,000 a'ld $200.000 c.f thi'
IT ?
Tbden irt-- ; a.eunt has been paid by bond issuer-r):'rti ra "ll-i'l
t:,riiiiifra ni"
Til &7T 0,10
vnt. if IVC'
ny'-hr.T M:;
nr.
light and water plants. At the
of wnve
f.T.-A
brick fiv str. present day valuation
this syctem
r ,,t the 'could not be reidacid at a coat of
'!on i:i
frr th
;"ul
Th-in or I
half a million.
h bbr.-fc.,t!,i
v
i'
!n 0(i:ton to supplying light and
i:r:d r 11 eonver.ien,..., for the me of water to the citisena at les- eoxt than
r
the
Tb"
U'.her cities in the rtiúe thi-- plant, a'
it under the efPeient direction of fire current rate3, supplies the city with
chlP' Jiu'k lewis.
about $9.000 wtrth of li;rht and wntei
The electric plunt is alio owned rervice every year for lighting the
and operated by the city. The ma-- 1 streets, fire protection, street sprinkl-buildechinery used in gem rating the elect- - ing and sewer flushing,
Clovis public utilities being munici-w'l- l
ric current for the use of the system
i, the same used for the wster works pally owned are at present under the
ryrtem, both plnnts being operated
of the following officers:
Miyor Lenter Stone and Aldermen
from the s"ine machlnerv, which
saves the necessity of Installing two K. C. Childers, E. T. Jernignn, I. V.
pbnti for thene two ut'lities. About White, J. C. Johnson, W. II. Dough-Ion- s
40 miles of transmission lire i nsedj ton. J. R. Denhof. E. T!. Enstham and
Roy McMillen as city
to furnish rum nt to the ROO con-.- , J. II. Sanders.
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For Ladies Red Cross Shoes
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Building Is On The Boom In Clovis
And th yard ii equipped to furnish everything in th building
material line. W own our own saw mills, timber lands and equip.
mnt and furnish building materials to 121 yards in th great South- w"1' r.M
figur with you on your
r
"P'ny- lumbar bill.

Every Farmer Needs Money at Some Time
And there b no mor independent way to get it than through a
farm loan and with a company where th red tap Is crt out and th
borrower gets all tba money he applies for without miscellaneous do- ductions. Ask mea bout It.

CHIROPRACTOR

Lt

H. F. YOUNG

ALFALFA LUMBER CO.
W. B. CRAMER, Manager.

Í

Have been in continual practice of Chiropractic for the

CLOVIS

NEW MEXICO

j

Representing
CLOVIS

last eight yean, in Clovii lince November 1917.
Graduate and post graduate of Carver's Chiropractic

he T. K.

FARM LOANS
Collins Investment Co , vf Oklahoma City.
NEW MEXICO

J

Company

x4mw

If I cannot
diagnose a case with my own resources, I will not attempt to
give relief.

Comprehensively the science which teaches health in
adjustment,

abnormality in or from displacement) and the
milhods of adjusting by hand.

And to those who are already married and want new furniture
we carry one of the most extensive stocks to he found anywhere in
this section of New Mexico. Your credit is good at this stora and
you can pay for your new furniture on the installment plan. Second
hand goods bought and sold.

.

s

J. A. Latta Grocer Co., Inc.
Croceries, Flour Produce,
Grain and Feed.

:

4TTTTtTT-

puts pressure on

This store sails for cash realising that it is possible to sell for
less money as there are no dead accounts to ba absorbed by increaa
in per cent of profit.

WHITING'S

NEW MEXICO

WE SELL FOR CASH
NEW MEXICO

CLOVIS

As good a grade, milled from th sam

grade of wheat aa ICa-a-

t
tg

t

as and Minnesota flours and sold cheaper as th local consumar savea
th transportation charge. Extensiva dealers In grain, feed and coak

Surgery or Osteopathy.

I do not break people's backs or necks.

If

I did they

1

would hang me.

I

The Home Manufactured Flour

SUNLIGHT

DO AND DO NOT DOi

I do not use drugs or medicines.
I do not practice

Dry

W

Hay

CLOVIS

Th popular shopping place of Clovis for variety goods.
goods and all lines of variety merchandise.

I

i
1

-

Pay Cash and Get Your Own cc of Profit

X

SOME OF THE THINGS

PROMPT SHIPMENTS ON MAIL ORDERS

NEW MEXICO

of the body are caused by life force

Displacement of the vertebra

$

'

WEST GRAND AVENUE

3rd. Pressure on or traction of nerves interferes with
their function, thus causing disease.

We are enlarging our atock of merchandise and are now in
position to supply the entire retail trade in the Clovis trade territory.
x We ar installing completo line of grocerios, canned goods, sundries
and smoker supplies.

X--

All actions

the nerves or tractions them.

I

:
j

1st.

2nd.

Opposite Postoffice

Wholesale

of the principles governing this science aref

acting through the nerves.

Harris Furniture Company

P

Stfme

J:

E. B. EASTHAM
CLOVIS

Chiroprifctic is literally a hand practice.

I
Í

In Clovis

made without asking the patient questions.

STREET, CLOVIS, N. MEX.

.

-

Carrying ona of the most extensive lines of Staple and Fancy
Grocers and Meats. Our meat market in connection is in charge of
experienced meat cutters and we handle only tho best.

Examination is without cuuge and the diagnosis will bs

Marry the Girl and We Will Furnish the Home

X

The Oldest Established Grocery- -

school of Chiropractic in the world, which requires a three
year course, have taken special work in Medical College of

,

$.;....
MAIN

-

TTTTTTTTtVTTttTTTTttft4J;

St. Louis, Mo.

Wo have plenty of monay to take
care of all good farm loans and can
give you tht same quids sorvic that
ha? made our company popular with
the public.

J

vrtT4vmT4vvtttvVVTTVTtTtHTHtTttvtmvVTtffTVTVr

College of Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, first legally chartered

The Union Mortgage

X-

)

CLOVIS

I simply locate and remove the cause of disease.

f

.......
i

Mill & Elevator Co,

j

t

NEW MEXICO

J.

We Stand First

t

t

There can be no disease without a correct cause.
Chiropractic is just common sense applied to the human

Our Stock Is Bigger and Better
Than Ever

always saying

be done," is constantly

being

it.

I

have not investigated, are tiresome to listen to, as they

NEW MEXICO

I do not

4.

The Sheep Industry Is Growing In
grot

interested

Always Plenty of Money to Loan on

These nerves come

normal function and that this power always relieves any

i

V
I

column, which is

normal condition if not obstructed.

ab-

Farm.

We Will Help You To Build a Home
Call on us for paticulars

Hail and Fire Insurance

the channels through which all power passes that causes all

should call on me for

tt

THE SCHEURICH AGENCY
on the vertebral

CHIROPRACTIC teaches that the body has within it

the industry

in

-

4

to remove the interference from nerves.

this industry her and those

Deposits $439,534.80

t
t

And

from the vertebral cord through little openings between the
joints of the backbone or vertebral column.

field for

-

CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

treat symptoms or effects, but instead,

I work principally
X

is

Capital $25,000.00
Surplus $25,000.00

al-

the cause and remove it.

New Mexico

The Clovis National Bank

ways show themselves to be ignorant.

Zmmmtm

of New Mexico, Curry

Truly the Bank That Accomodates

in-

Those who speak lightly about new ideas which they

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

i.

"It can't

terrupted by some one doing

The City Drug Company

Thar

Depository for the Government, Stat
County and tho Santa Fa railroad.

Things move so rapidly these days that the one who is

Under new manntemcnt the Cilv Drug Company will install
additional lines, increase the stock and dj everything possible to make
this th most complete drug store in New Mexico. Improvements
will be added throughout.

CLOVIS

In Point of Strength

machine.

NEW MEXICO

CLOVIS

tt

TttHvTtTTtTVTTmMTtHTVm.

Those channels are the

nerves, and the obstruction is the pressure on the nerves.
I
1

x

lir

buy and sell and produce

sheep

and

wool.

Offices

REMOVE THE INTERFERENCE

Firit National

the wound, and knits the broken bone. As it heals the wound

Bank Dldg,

NKW MEXICO

1

nerves aw free to transmit the power.
My work is to locate displacement and remove it so
X

nature

is

free to repair the parts.

take.

J

that

C. C.

H. E. BAKER

BAKER
Clovi3, New Mexico

Some think this science

good only in vertebral or backbone trouble.

t

I
Farm Loans, Abstracts, Real Estate and Insurance
.
Representing seventeen of tho moat reliable old line
We writ automobile and hail insurance in reliable companies. An institution with a record sine its establishment in 190?.
insurance-companies-

and broken bone so does it correct the torpid liver, if the

J. FRANK NEEL
J CLOVIS

of Clovis!

All intelligent people know that it is nature that heals

maintained in Clovis, rear of $

This is a

mis-

Chiropractic has to do with the nerves and thereby

reaches all the body.
All sickness within general

I

benefitted

X

practice is either greatly

or entirely relieved by the application of this

science.
Symptoms are only danger signals that warn one of

present or approaching

disease.

Have you any of these

signals?
Some peo, ie refuse to take Chiropractic adjusting

be-

cause they cannot be bought in bottles, but I am pleased to
say that many people are finding relief in Chiropractic
.

v

who have

)

j
I

.

Good people:

science.

Call!

taken drugs for years without relief.
Ailvnncc with the age!

Learn of this

Talk will cost you nothing, and the result

may bring you much.
who is interested

My visiting list is open to any one

and will show a surprising

number of

satisfied patients.
Yours for health,

DR. C. O. WARR1NER
'

t

baker ords. Agency

AND NATURE CURES.

j

C.

CHIROPRACTOR
113

0. WARRINER,

South Main Street

Clovis, New Mexico.

Sid

view of th

Human Braia

Vertebral (backbone)

eolw.on.

nd

t

t
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2. Keep an intelligent record of
expenditures.
3. Have a bank account.
4. Carry life insurance.
Official Paper of Curry County.
6. Make a will.
0. Own your own home eventually.
EDWARD L. MANSON
7. Pay your bills promptly.
8. Invest in war savings stamps
Editor and PuWliiker
and other government securities.
9. Share with others. Thrift withEntered at the postoffice at Clovis, out benovelcnce is a doubtful blessNew Mexico, as second class matter ing.
under the act of March 3, 1879.
These are simple rules and can be
applied by the average man of average income by taking a little trouble.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
The first rule may be said to be the
One Year
$1.50 first in importance, and yet it is the
.75 one which is most commonly disre
Six Months
garded. The average man knows in
a general way, what his income is to
Strike and the world strikes with
be 'for months ahead. He ought to
you; work and you work alono.
make an attempt to make a budget of
income, that is, "appropriate" a
Maybe we are suffering from over- - that
definite portion of it for each item
consumption instead uf under pro
of expense which he and his family
duction.
must meet during the period. Having
this he should follow the second
done
The longer it takes the world to
in order to apply the first effecrule
settle down, the longer it will take it
tively
The third rule should bu
to settle up.
rho as part of of his budget
plan, for there is no better way of
Attorney General Palmer can sec
keeping track of one's expenditures
the dawn of lower prices, and the best
to have a bank account, pay for
of us would like to know the name than
everything by check and keep a recof the oculist.
ord on the stubs of the cheek book.
That, however, is not the only reason
Clovis has been exceedingly forone should open a bank account and
tunate in getting crs for the ship- deposit oil income no matter how
ment of grain this year. This has
small. It is the first step toward
fecn due to the untirir.p efforts of establishing credit and no man ever
the buyers here and also to the fait gets very
far until ho has established
that we are at a division point. It is
the degree of credit that he is entitled
said Clovis has been more fortunate
to. The rules which admonish the
in moving irrain than any other town
carrying of life insurance and the
in this section. Market your wheat
making a will are legitimate parts of
in Clovis.
any program of "financing a life,"
they have to do directly with the
for
Clovis should not let up until a
welfare of one's family in the event
phone line is built to the north part
The reason for them is
of the county. Those (rood farmers of death.
Too much emphasis cannot
obvious.
in that section are entitled to the
be placed upon the rule with respect
convenience of a phone line to the
to home ownership. The man with a
county seat and will
in
family who pnys rent all his life exits buildinir. Nothing would be of
greater value toward cementing the pends an amount of money, which,
handled, could be made to
town and country together thun this if properly
pay for a home. Rule 8 is very esmuch needed convenience.
sential. The mnn who saves anything
ought to make it earn interest while
A DECALOGUE OF THRIFT
he is saving it and war savii'-- stamps
are
A national committee of bankers and other government :
Mie world.
and others, which is planning the de- the safest investments
tails of a campaign in the interest of "Fpcnd less than you earn.' says rule
' trrit that is
thrift, has drawn up a decalogue of Í). Is it necessary to
None of the other
thrift consisting of ten rules that are fundamental?
essential to the success of the average rules will avail unless this rul 's folA man should put the ecoAmerican.
These "ten command- lowed.
nomic side of his life on a business
ments" are as follows:
1. Make a budgc-tbasis and unless it is showing a net

The Clovis News

1....

profit that is, unless there is something left after all the expenses of
"living" have been paid he will
never make any headway. Rule 10
is necessary to keep a man from becoming a miserly tight-waAll men
have social responsibilities and not
the least of these is to expend part
of one's income each year to help others not so fortunate or temporarily

PRINT PAPER GOING H1CHER

S. S. Carvalho, one of the best
known newspaper men in the United
States, and formerly the general manager of the Hearst publications, stated in a recent interview that the news
papers are facing the greatest crisis
in the history of the industry.
He
said that 20 per cent more paper is
unfortunate.
being used than is manufactured; that
The most mistaken idea that pre- high prices are inevitable, that paper
vails among men today is that the stocks are already at the danger line.
chief and most important thing in
Mr. Carvalho bases the increased
connection with the success is to in price of paper on the following!
I
crease one's income. The truth is things:
is the most im- that
'per
"First, the labor cost
ton on
'
portant.
There are isolated excep- - white
papi.r is now 20 ag agaMt $10
tions in which men who are without four yCHrs ü,0t
,'
and who are careless'
',
"Second: It takes one ton of coal:
,.
. .
,
nibii im,m-,nv un aiiu ui:t:uilllliuie to make one ton of paper and coal at
something.
But they are too rare
the mill has practically doubled in
and their fucccss is too accidental to
'
serve as models. Learning to expend Pncc'
"Third: The haul on pulp wood is!
one's income intelligently is more im- portant to success than learning to in- - Krnwi"K heater fh year; likewise,
freight charges.
crease it.
"Fourth The (J to 9 cent market of
A BARGAIN IN GOOD READING .Europe, South America and Austin- liu arc now asking for Canada and
l'nitcd States popor."
of the
li, tnre
war 11,0 'v';''" of n:,ntr
jvading in weekly installments
for
hss than live cents a week. That is Wi" p!v,n liul ronaldrratUn by
v.he.t the Youth's Comnnr.inn .if-- i iy" r3 in fi?nng Publication
for for 19:20 really means. The con Today it is a very important itim.
tents of the new volume, which will The oely way to meet tlv iidvnice is
adverinclude 8 serial stories, over 200 for publisher to secure
short stories, fifty or more articles by tising and subscription rale, the only
men of great attainment, sketches, sources of revenue. Publisher.!'
special departments,
and so forth,
would make o5 volumes (at $1.0."
each) if published in book forn.
WHY THAT LAME BACK?
Not a line is waste reading. You
morning
get something always worth rememThat
lameness those
bering, worth using as a guide to sharp pains when bending or lifting,
make work a burden and rest
your thoughts and actions.
Don't be handicapped by a
If you subscribe as soon as you see sible.
this notice you will receive all the ex bad back look to your kidneys. You
tras mentioned in the following offer, will make no mistake by lollowing
including the opening chapters
of this Clovis resident's example.
Harry's Herd, a fascinating, 10 chapEdwin M. Bowdcn, carpenter, 411
N. Redoing St.. says: "Dean's Kidter story of life on a cattle ranch.
My kidneys
New subscribers for 1920 will re- ney Pills are all right.
ceive :
were in a bad way years ago and I
1. The Youth's Companion
G2 isdon't know what caused the trouble,
sues in 920.
but it surely did bother me. My back
2. All remaining weekly 1919 is- was lame and stiff and made bending
ov stooping almost impossible.
The
sues.
The Companion Home Calendar action of mv kidneys was irregirfar,
for 1920. All th above for $2.50. too, Dizzy spells ofti'n bothered me
I began
4. McCall's M.paz,ine for 1020
and I felt badlv all over.
the monthly fashion authority. Both taking Dnan's Kidney Pills and right
publications for only $2.95.
from the rturt thev helped me. Two
THE YOUTH'S COMPANION
!:i'S cured me of the trouble. Any- Ave. & St. Taul St..
who doubt t the merits of Dnan's
j Commonwealth
Bos'-oMass.
Kidney Pills "hould nsl: me."
New subscriptions
received at this
flOc. nt all dealers.
office.
Co., Mfgrs., Buffalo, N. Y

c a package

before the war
PC a package
)
during the war

I

,

:

.

rc a package

now

bi-s- i

pub-iu-

cos-ts- .

r

THE FLAVOR LASTS
SO DOES THE PRICE!

1
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Foster-Milhur-
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The News gives all the news and

raMI
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only $1.50 per year.
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With a High Class Mystery Drama
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Vith the Original
13th Chair Cast
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which played m New
York for more than
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one year
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A Sceae from "THE THIRTEENTH CHAIR."

KILL

WALES3'

1

This is the Second Play of series of production that is furnished by C. F. Horner
This is the second one following the "Only Girl" Company which was a wonderful success in each and every town
.
NOT A MOVING PICTURE I
SINGLE ADMISSION $2.00-$1.5- 0
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Let Us Take Care of
Your Eyes
If it bothers you to read at night.
If you suffer from headaches.
If your eyes water easily.
If your vision is poor.
If bright light irritates your eyes.
If you have any eye trouble.

DENHOF
are equipped to handle the most
difficult eases.
tWc

Build It Now!
That building work that you held off during the war
should be your first consideration during these hustling days of peace.
This town needs more up to date and better homes to
make it a real pleasure to live in.
If you can't build a new one, a little of the right kind
of remodeling and painting will really restore it to
present day standards.
WE HAVE THE MATERIAL TO DO IT RIGHT
I

Lone Star Lumber Co.
Telephone

Clovis. New Mexico

2.'1.

O TP

I'! BED

LOS ANGELES WOMAN IN POOR
S
MANY
HEALTH
YEARS
RESTORED BY IAN LAC.

M

"Tanlac has done for mo in just
a few weeks what I have been trying
for years to Ret other medicines to
do," said Mrs. America Rcnaker, who!
lives at 12'iO West 30th St., Los
Angeles, Cal., while talking to a Tan-la- c

I

representative the other day.
"My health has been very poor for
a great many years," continued Mrs.
Renaker, "but for the past six years
my condition has been exceptionally
bad. I had stomach trouble and indigestion in the worst way, and everything I ate disagreed with me. When
I commenced taking Tanlac I had lost
at least fifty pounds in weight, and
was so weak and run down that I
was hardly able to get about at all.
My nerves were in a terrible condi-- j
tion, and very often I would lie
awake all night long. I had taken so
many different kinds of medicines
without getting relief I was complete
ly discouraged over my condition.
"Tanlnc had evidently not been introduced in California at that time,
but I had been getting the papers
from my home town in Kentucky and
I read where several people there
whom I know, had been greatly helped by taking Tunluc, so I sent all the
way back to Kentucky for a bottle of
this medicine. It wasn't long after
that before I noticed that Tanlac
could be obtained here, and as the
first bottle had been such a wonderful help to me, I just continued to
take it until now I am enjoying perfect health again. Why, I have regained almost all I lost in weight. My
troubles have been completely overcome, and when night comes now I
sleep like a baby and get up every
morning feeling just fine. I have a
splendid appetite and eat three hearty meals every day, and never suffer
I will tell
a particle afterwards.
anybody that Tanlac is the best medicine I have ever seen, and am glad to
recommend it to everybody."
Tanlac is sold in Clovis by Mean
Pharmacy, in Texico by Red Cross
Pharmacy, and hi Melrose by Irwin
(Advertisement.)
4 PooL

MONUMENTS

Artistic Marble and Granite Memorials
Prices, Material, Workmanship Fully Guaranteed,
Also Lawn and Cemetery Iron Fencing.
YOU WILL SAVE MONEY BY SEEING US
BEFORE BUYING.

Rapp Monument Co.
206

West (Grand Ave

CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

B9

We have plenty of money to take care of all
good farm loans and can give you the same quick
service that has made our company popular with

Write or call on us when you need money.

-

it

UNION MORTGAGE
COMPANY
MAIN STREET

CLOVIS, N.M.

in

this section of the country.

First National
Bank
Clovis New Mexico

Capital and Surplus $120,000.00
(j

Largest Deposits and Largest Capital Stock of any Bank in
Curry County

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S.
Office l Fort Sumner, .1. M.,
Si'i-t- .
2iith, 1.111)
Nof.ce is hci by given tint Fran-i- s
K
yriie, of C :ud, N. M win on
ri. 24lh, :vlG, mad. Iloniectcud
I .uid

'.,'iy.

No. 0K!'.)33, fo.1 .V.V'i RV',,
7., T. 4 S. K. 35 E. and SE'', cf
SeclM.n 12, Township 4 N'., Ramrj 34
E N. M. P. Mor'iüan, huí I. led noiic c
of n.lciition to make Ki'i.'l Three year
i '(".f ;r (Etnhliíli claim V the l.v
befor! 0 A. Schcii-r- i
alien
!
I
S. f ip tuissioi
. in hii i';er
v Clous, N 5i on tr- - 12tn day

i

'

November,
.
Clniinant '.mies as itrrsv-i- ; William W. Pipkin of Claud, N. M.,
Cha-IeBrady of Clovis N. M.. Nim-ol.i- a
Frii.r of Kovener, .. M , K..WV
Smith of C'bud, N. M.
W. R. MtCILL,
Register.
s

Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Fort Sumner, New
Mexico, September 27th, 1919
Notice is hereby given that Leslie
Cooner. of Clovis, N. M., who, on
Muy 17th, 1915, made Homestead
Entry, No. 012019, for E'j SE'i,
Section 33, Township 4 N., Range
34 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make Final
three year proof, to establish claim to
above described, before W.
the la
J. Curren, U. S. Commissioner, in his
office at Clovis, N. M., on the 11th
day of November, 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses: Same
uel Stewart, of St. Vrain, N. M.,
Arnspiger, of St. Vrain, N. M.,
Will E. Mills,
of Havener, N. II.,
Ralph Arnspiger, of Havener, N. M.
v
W. R. McGILL, Register.
ADMINISTRATORS

(Si

t

assist you than any bank

Ros-co-

the public.

Doll
Million
One
ars
-

We are better prepared to

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

To Serve You!

1

,

(First published October 2, 1319)

jReady

With Resources Oí

.

NOTICE

Notice is hereby given that letters
of administration upon the estate of
William R. Bebermyier was granted
to me by the Probate Court of Curry
County, New Mexico, on the 23rd
day of September, 1919, and all persons having claims against said estate
are required to present same for payment within the period of one year
from said date or they will be forever barred.
ROBERT C. VINYARD,
1
Administrator.
tp(
ALL AROUND DISAPPOINTMENT

"Were you annoyed because I
sharpened a pencil with your razor?"
"Twice," replied the patient
"After I had given up trying
to shave, I tried to write with the
pencil."
hus-dan-

NOTICE OF FINAL HEARING

NOTICE

,

OU9

g

f

In the Probate Court of Curry Coun-

ty, State of New Mexico.
State of New Mexico, County of Curry, ss.
In the matter of the estate of Jose
Lucero, deceased. Order appointing
i. day foi the settlement of the final
account of the administratrix of sa'd
estate and directinj; notice to be
eiven and for final discharge
Elogia Garcia De Lucero, administratrix of the estate of Jose Lucero,
deceased, having this day rendered
and presented for final settlement
and filed in this court her final ac
count of her administration of the
estate of said deceased and her pcti
tion for discharge.
It is ordered, that the 13th day of
November, 1919, being a day of a
Of the
term of this court,
November term, 1919, at 10 o'clock
A. M
be and the same íb hereby ap
pointed for the settlement of said ac
count and the hearing of said pcti
tion; and that due notice thereof be
given by causing notice thereof to
be post:d at the Court Houst of said
County and State, and by publication
in the Clovis News, a weekly news
nd of R"n,'r"1 ciicu-nPP" Printl,1
8nil1
an1 State a9
"
!tlon
is required by law.
Dated this the 10th day of October,
A. D. 1919.
C. V. STEED,
(Seal)
Probate Judge.
t.

d

Notice is hereby given that Hussie
Wells, formerly Vauirhn, administratrix of the estate of J. L. Vaughn,
deceased, has filed her f.nal account
and report as such administratrix, together with her petition praying for
discharge; and the Honorable C. V.
Steed, Probate Judge of Curry County, New Mexico, has set the 3rd day
of November, 1919, at the hour of 10
A. M.. at the Court room of said
Court in the City of Clovis, New
Mexico, as the day, time and place
for hearing objections, if any there
be to said report and account, and
petition.
Therefore any person or persons
wishing to object are hereby notified
to fi'e their objections with the County Clerk of Curry County, New Mex
ico, on or before tl.e date set for
said hearing;
Done at Clovis, this 3rd day of
October, 1919.
W. C. ZERWER,
County Clerk.
BARB WIRE CUTS AND WOUNDS
are troublesome to cure. Get a
bottle of Farris' Healing Remed- ycosts BOc make it at home. Heals
rapidly. A sore never matters where
this ermedy is used. We sell it on the
money back plan. A. B. Austin &
Company.

Dr J. B. Westerfield
Physician and Surgeon.
Ofllee over Sunshine Shop
Residence 209
Office Phone 231.

DR. H. R. GIBSON
OSTEOPATH
Treats all diseases, both acute and
chronic. Office In New Tile
building on corner north of Fire
Station and east of Lyceum
theatre.
Office phone 383. Residence 390.
Clovis, New Mezlco.

THOMAS W. JONES
Veterinarian.
West Otero Street.

200

Puone

CIotIs, N. M.

4S.

:

J. FOSTER

SCOTT,

Jr,

MD.

PHYSICIAN aud SURGEON
Special attention Eye, Ear, Nose
and Throat
Ofllee Over Sunshine Sopp.
Office Phoue 40 ;
Ret. Phone 18

.

1

1

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Ft. Sumner, N. M.,
Oct. 11th, 1919.
Notice is hereby given that Mary
Roberts, widow of William Hamby
Roberts, dee'd, of Mill Creek, Okla.,
who, on April
13th, 1J1G, made
Homestead entry, No. 013870, for
SE", Sec. 12, T. 1 N R. 33 E., Lots
3, 4, EVj SWV4, Section 7, Township
I N., R. 34 E., N. M. P. M.has filed
notice of intention to make Final
three year proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, widow
before Ira E. Billingslea, Judge
County Court, Chandler, Okla., witnesses before C. A. Scheurieh, U. S.
Commissioner, at Clovis, N. M., on
the 10th day of Dec., 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses: Ben
Miller, of Portales, N. M., Bob Shoop,
of Portales, N. M., Clyde Shoop, of
Havener, Clyde Waltman, of Portales N. M.
W. R. McGILL,
Register.

Try
This
On Your
Eczema

DR C

O.

WARRINER

CHIROPRACTOR
113 South Maia St.

rnoNB loi

If you are afflicted with

Salt Rheum, Tetter,
Acne or Pima jar of that
buy
ples,
dry-Eczem-

odorless ointment Dry Zenzal. For

'sweet,

the watery eruptions
the only sure treatment

DR. C. L. McCLELLAND

Physician and Surgeon
Residence 202 North Gidding
Office over Pierce Dry Goods Co.
CLOVIS, N. M.

is the soothing, healing
Moist Zenzal, 75c the

jar.
DR.

Mears Pharmacy
Of Cours

L. M. BIGGS

Veterinary Surgeon
Phone 831
Clovis, New Mexico
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AUSTIN

A,

i

PHONE 49

CO.

222 S. MAIN

PHONE 52

Offer the following prices on Groceries

h4

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 1st and MONDAY, OCTOBER 3rd
It
ü

will pay you to read

Sugar
FOR $1.00
at this price to
Only
customer,
and
then only when
each
accompanied by order of $2.50 of
9 POUNDS
$1.00 worth

it

other groceries.

1
--

this carefully. Free delivery on orders amounting to $1.50 and over.

Sunlight Flour
FOB $5.90
This flouv is guaranteed to satisfy
100 POUNDS

you.

100

.$1-0-

pounds for

Large pail Swift's Jewel
lb. pail Crisco
9 lb. pail Crisco
3 lb. pail Crisco

0

.$3.65

Cured Meats

Are beginning to advance. Wo have just purchased the crop of Messrs. Wathen and Cole
of Hope, N. M., amounting to 5 or 6 carloads,
and offer a choice (ano apple, guaranteed not
a defective apple in the box, packed in bushel
boxes, per box

Swift's Premium Haeon, by strip lb
50c
Swift's Smoked liaeon, per lb.
35c
Dry Salt Meat, per lb.
28c
Swift's Premium Skinned Hams, per lb..38c
Armour's Star Hams, per lb.
37c

Palmolive Soap
Pev lnr
10c

Beef

Beef

IS

Plate Rib Hoast
per lb. 15c

Brisket Roast
Per lb. 18c

We have the soiling agency in Clovis for
Chase & Sanborn's Tea and coffees, Moses

Cross, etc.

122 N. MAIN

PHONE

49

White SaP
65
for
$1.00
for

New crop Dates,

Figs, Currants, Candied
Cherries, Pineapples, Iiaisins, Citron, etc.,
are here.

Steak
Seven Steak, per lb.
Shoulder Steak, por lb.
Standard Steak, per lb.
15c

root Biscuit, Loma Doones, Mallomars, etc.,
regular 20c sellers at per package..
15c

A

Beef

25c
25c
25c

Bologna, j tor lb.
e
pork sausage lb.

AUSTIN

It

H
11

11

"THE PRICE IS THE THING"

ta
GRADY ITEMS

Grady's booming this wonderful
year of the twentieth century. We
fcavc a fine school, fine teachers and
itoey are ell on the job, with about
ne hundred and fifteen pupils, with
rojpccts for more in the future.
Crady baasts the graduation from
5bcT Kich School of two of her moat
prominent students, they are Mr.
'"Chester Crawford and Miss Inez Car-- '
cr. Mt. Crawford is the son of the
pastor of the Methodist Church of
Srady, and hi mother is also one of
he teachers in the Grady school. Mr.
Crawford is attending school at Clarendon, Texas; we expect something
jgrcet of Chester in the future as he
ir .only sixtien years of ai;e and is
very accurate in his schoM work. Miss
barter is uttemling school at Valley
Mira, Texas. Mi3 Iniz 3 thedaugh-tr- t
of Mr. R. A. Carter, a prosperous
Tanner ner.r Grr.dy. Mifs Ccrtcr has
K"'.at di'cr:iiin:.tirn to mnke a success in the future.
doisn't only spell
this year, because West Bcll- -

tady

view has consolidated with Grady.
Bellview own u $2i00 school truck
paswith an averse of tventy-fiv- e
sengers every da v nnd Ihe bist chauffeur in the country, we think.
Friday and Saturday, the 17th and
18th of October were great days for
Grady. On Friday we had the honor
of having with us many prominent
business men and women from Clovis.
We also had with us Johnson's Band
which we are certain is one of the
best in the state. Those who spoke
to us were Mr. Harrison, president of
the First National Bank of Clovir,
who gave us many words of encouragement. Mr. Shipley, president of
the Clovis National Bank. Mr. Shipley pnsied many nice compliments on
the Grady girls, for which in our
hearts we thanked him very much
though wc sympathize with Mr. Shipley very much, for we are afraid if
the Clovis girls hear what he said to
us they will put him in the hospital
for the week end.
Miss Kendall spoke to us and we
were very glad to welcome her.
This was a groat surprise for Grady
as such a t' ing never happened be-- j
fore, but Superintendent Bickley felti
for us and in order that we might not
die of heart failure, came early in,
the morning and informed us of their
coming. Mr. Bickley gave us facts
and encouragement for which we arc
thankful. Wc thank each and every
one of these people for their coming
and invite them to visit us again in
the near future.
Saturday following was also a
great day for Grady. No school, no
work, lots of play and good eats. We
had several visitors on this day,
among them were Mr. and Mrs. Peterson. Mr. Peterson and Mrs. Steed
spoke to us and we were very glad to
have them do so. Mrs. Cornell recited
to us, and showed ui something of,
her wonderful talent. She kept an
uproar of laughter during the whole
of her recital. Grady boys and girls
showed something of their skill in
their exhibits on this day. Brooks
Ledhettcr, the fourteen year old son
of Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Ledbettcr,
three miles south of Grady, has the
honor of winning the first prize in
the muize contest. Guy Carter won
second and Ray McGrew won third.
Ray also won first prize on kaffir
corn. Pauline Grau, the thirteen
year old daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
C. A. Grau, two miles south of Grady
won the first and only prize on gar-vsivci win, ninbi
uviiiiii ... i am
prize on sewing. Miss Annie Gamble
won second and Miss Olga Carter

j

vamtsifjmssm

HOGS
17 Head For Sale
30 shoats weight from
to i)0 pounds each.

1 sow1, weight 200 lbs.,
and 6 pigs.

Price $225
T. S. Randol
4 miles south of Toxico,

New Mexico

We are sure these boys
won third.
and girls have accomplished something worth while and that their time
has not been wasted. The day was
completed with songs and yells for
both club work and Grady, with a
fine dinner prepared by the mothers
of our community.
Grady school has three societies
this year and is getting along nicely
with their work. .
Wednesday the school dismissed
and marched to the funeral of Mrs.
Dean, wife of the sheriff of Curry
We sympathize with Mr.
County.
Dean very much.
Mr. and Mrs. John F. Smithson and
Mr. and Mrs. Cohen are the proud
parents of new boys. We understand
that mothers and babes are doing
nicely.
SUNSHINE.

CAMERON NEWS

I
I

11
11

Jt

child and Chelcy Cogdill's baby.
Ford car.
J. A. Adkinson spent Monday night
Mrs. Parker and children have rewith Mr. ami Mrs. A. A. Dethruge.
turned from a visit in Oklahoma.
Rome Isler went to Clovis Monday
Mrs. ('lurk of Wichita Fulls is at
to get repairs for their wind mill, the home of Mrs. Joiner.
Mrs. Islur accompanied him.
Mr. W. E. Herd of Fort Worth.
Texas, was here Saturduy. He seems
4 to be interested in the school, or
ruther one of the teachers.
The teachers are wearing broader
RANCHVALE NEWS
smiles than ever now as new pupils
are entering and the new supplies
are here.
The party at L. C. Smith's TuesMrs. Ethel Hyman, who has been
day night was well attended by a
very sick, is improving.
large crowd, all reported a good
Mr. Shipley and family of Clovis
time.
were Sunday guests of Mrs. Dunlap.
Mrs. Addie Wilkinson spent SunMr. Carnahan is out north of town
day night with her sister-in-laMrs. sowing
wheat this week.
D. I. Barnett.
BLUEE EYES.
Misses Mary and Roxie Smith, Mr.
Louis Smith and Fred Davis took
supper with Miss Gladys Mathews
4
Sunday night.
PLEASANT HILL ITEMS
Quite a crowd from Sunday School
attended the
meeting
at Clovis Sunday and Sunday night.
Elton Bazzill, while playing eap- Mr. and Mrs. D. I. Barnett and litone morning at ThrrM. broke one
irog
tle daughter, Velva, motored to Cloof his fingers. It is gcitiri all i ight
vis Momluy evening.
now though.
The Misses Smith, Miss GladyH
Mrs. Steed, Miss X'vda'l and Mr.!
Mathews, Rex Muthcw.i, Mr. I.ouís
Peterson of Clovis attended the local
Smith and Fred Duvis intended the
eluh exhibit at the school houe last
meeting Sunday nigh;.
Friday. Quite a number of pa cut
Little Elva Simpson is on the sick
lint this week.
Mr, Ward Willcineon
is visittn"
with his sister, Mrs. D. I. Burnett.
We wonder who wui so disappointed Monday night?
FHU FLIf.

it

Ham-Ramse- y

-

15c
$1.10
25c
15c

30c

222 S. MAIN

PHONE 52

were there, ulso u few from Frio and
Shiloh. There was a fino exhibit of
club work, especially in canning.
Prof. Huzzill and his duughter Ellen, attended the
meeting Sunday, also Mr. and Mrs. McCain and Misses Vivian and Irene
DeLnzier went.
Mr. Clifford Kirby has been having trouble with his tonsils, but It fa
reported that he is getting along all
right now.
Mr. J. M. Bluckwell lost one of his
horses Monduy morning from eating
too many cane heads.
Miss Alta Ishan and Dick O'Neal
attended B. Y. P. U. at Pleasant Hill
Sunday night.
Miss Margery Kays,
Mr. Lester
Colwill, Miss Eunice Allen and Jerry
Bluckwell attended the
meeting Sunday night.
Quite a crowd of young folks
d
at the home of Joe Singleterry
Sunday.
The thr .'s'.ier is at Mr. Kirby's now.
y

vis-ite-

SAL.

I

Lonnic Johnson and Earle Boney
each took a load cf wheat to Hereford
Suturduy. Floyd Mote went with
them.
Mr. ond Mrs. I.euch went to Clovis
Monday and returned Tuesday.
Croer Cogdill moved to his own
farm this week.
Walter Dunn and family and Jeff
Moore and family went in search of
pears the first of the week. We have
not learned of their success.
E. W. Leach's brother, nephew and
cousin, whose homes were in Kentucky, came here last week and will
probably locate here.
Because of threshing her wheat,
POINT ENTERPRISE
Miss Delia Bolding dismissed her
school this week, as she couldn't get
a cook.
On account of his wife's health,
The families of Mersrs. Jack RobJess Burnett is building a house in erts and Nelson left Fridav for a fw
his brother, J. R. Burnett's yard, weeks visit with relatives in Okla-- !
where they expect to spend the win- homa. They are making the trip in1
ter.
their cars.
Born to Mr. and Mr. H. L. Caugh-raMrs. Martha McGregor of Nebras-- j
Saturday, Oct. 25th, a line boy. ka is visiting relatives here.
Mrs. Dunn and children, Virgil,
Miss Marion Rogors of Clovis
Levi, Ruby and Myra, and Mr. and cpent Saturdr.y ni'iit and Sunday
Mrs. J. Z. Isler and Rome, and Phillip with her sister, Mrs. Will McGregor.!
and Floyd Mote, and Rev. R. A.
Mrs. Dunlap spent Wednesday
Crawford ate Sunday dinner with with Ms. Shipley at Clovis.
A. A. Dethrage and family.
School is pro.Trr ssir.g nicely. As
Six threshers are busy at work in Friday wasÁmerízar.izalion day wc
this community this week.
had our program in the afternoon.
J. Z. Isler took wheat to San Jon Most everyone contributed
to the
Saturday and returned with coal.
memorial fund. 'We also have some
j
Four monuments were added to new fixtures for our school.
the Blair cemetery Saturday.
Jimmie I study all the time and
They
were for Mr. W. P. Dunn, Virge Till- look at my book once In a while.
man's Infant, Jim Patterson's little
Mr. Estes has purchased a new

30c
30c

Home-mad-

BREAKFAST FOODS
Shredded Wheat, per pkg.
fi large Post Toasties
Cream of Wheat, per pkg.
Kollog's Corn Flakes, per pkg
Large package National Oats

All National Biscuit Co. package crackers,
cakes, etc., including Vanilla Waiters, Arrow-

,

I
I

100 hars
21 bars

Premium Crackers, per package

Best flour and carry at all times a complete
Hue of the following brands of goods: Van
Camps, Heinz, Beechnut, Tea Garden, Purity

7)0

$2.40
$2.15
$3.15
$1.10

G

Canoed Goods

v.

I
I

pounds for

Argo lied Salmon, per can
30c
Happy Vale Pink Salmon, per ean
20c
Haby size Evaporated Milk, per can
iy2G
25c
Etnirsoms Columbilie Peas, per can
Empsoms Cut Stringloss Beans, per can 15c

$2.00

ft

26

APPLES

a

r...

Shortenings

Spuds

Stove Pipe, Coal Hods and Fire
Phone 72.

Shovels.

t

rci

To My Friends and Patrons

I

have moved my Shoe Shop to 105

South Main Street, next door south of
Smith

i

Hyatt.

NEW PROGRESSIVE
SHOE SHOP
F.E.WILKERSON

THE CLOVIS NÍ W3.
-

i

r

ki

WillYooBeO"

To The Public
We have

-
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A TIE

OfAMUlionoiim

i rojan All Learner

To Secure Members for

TtaAmmcRed

Crest

n

the Klein (liwery and will
carry a full stock at all times. We invite the patronage of all our friends, assuring them that they will

I
i

i

ST

Work Shoes

pun-liase-

i

Guaranteed To Wear Six Months

Volunteer NowAtYmr
Chapter Headquarters
Ttird Red Cross Roll Cflll
November 2--

get first class grocery service at all times.

TT

S!

11

Guy & Anderson
( Successors

John Guy

to

0. E. Klein )

Phone 22

J. B. Anderson

JtMiW1a"TViiiifJii-t-ijrw'i-

I

LOCAL MENTION

Clovis, this week to a Mr. Wingo, who
comes Irom Hunt County, Texas.
Land and Cattle Co. making
the deal. Mr. Wingo and family will
move from Texas about the first of
the coming year.
It

Stop! Look! Listón! Don't fuil to
we the Al Stevens' Big Musical Com-nlPastor I. N. Jett of the Christian
Co. at the DcLuxc Theatre, be- Church returned the
letter part of
ginning November tUh.
lust week from Cineintiittti where he
has been attending fio International
C. C. Fiucher, I'iano Technician, Convention of the Cl r'dlian Churcn
regulating and repairing pianos and Mr. Jett stopped eff emoutc a', his
player pianos. Representing the HuUl j old home at Greenville, Ills., for n
win factories, the world's greutest vist .'.i:d says he ha I a great time
product. Baldwin, Ellington, Haniil-- j and was greatly benefitted by the
ton and Howard sold on terms if
trip.
Leave orders for tuning It!
Lyceum Theatre.
FOR SALE
y

Judge Reese Tatum, who has been
holding district Court at Furwell, was
a Clovis visitor one day lust week.
Judge Tatum has been on the bench
for the ji.iht rvc:al years a d is giving satisfaction to our Texas neighbors on "the east as he is a very efficient Judge.
Mr. James J?. Tengue sold his 4K0
arre farm, known as the Kambo place
thréc and a half miles southeast of

For $5.75

DID YOU KNOW THAT

One school building minus equipment, located three miles east of Clovis, known as Liberty School, to bo
Sculed
sold to the highest bidder.
bids will be received until 7 p. m..
e
November 3. Bnurd reserves
of accepting or rejecting any
bid.
A. L. Dillon, Trosident.
Jno. 0. fritchard, Clerk.
piivi-lee--

Phone No. f7 for job printing.

There ure 30,000 soldiers still in
the hospitals of the country; thut the
Red Cross is serving them?
An appropriation of 2, 100,00 has
just been made by the Red Cross to
curry on its Camp Sirvice?
Approximately
300,000 soldiers
objiera' families are being cared for
each month by the Red Cross?
$210,000 has just been appropriated to continue Canteen service until
the end of the war.
Red Cross coinmisiions are operating among the sufferers of 23 countries.
The government has turned over to
the Red Cross more than $10,000,000
in food and medicine lit distribution
overseas?
$1,800,000 has been appropriated
by the Rid Cross 'o combat the
spread of typhus, which is claiming
thousands in Siberia?
The Red Cross aims to provide
every community with Public Health
nurses, to forestall such calamities as
the influenza epidemic?
The Junior Red Cross is undertaking the alleviation of suffering among
hundreds of thousands of European
children?
Can You Forgat That
There are thousands and thousunds
of soldiers still in service overseas?
The Red Cross is serving thorn. Then
how about those 40,000 chaps that
are keeping vigil on the Mexican bor
der. The R'.-- Cross isn't forgetting
them, either.
Really, now, does it look as tho
Red Cross work and resposibi'.ities
arc over?
1019.
Join November

Hi
Work Shoos of the same general make and character as the "Trojan" have
exceptionally lai'A'e sellers for tho past vear or two, but the "Trojan" is
a shoe of IMPKOVEJ) CONSTIUXTION and a much suprior value to nnr
other work shoe at the price. Observe below the important features of cons' ruction which make the "Trojan" without an equal in value, wear and ser- lu't n

.

vi-c-

This shoe is strictly solid leather throughout with the exception of the
hooks and eyelets, nails and thread, and is of selected stock.
soles used. One, th? outer sole, is of chrome
There are two full "ten-iron- "
sole
tanned indestructible leather; the second is a full "ten-iron- "
and runs from tip to back-staleather and not only carries reinforced nailThe heel is strictly
ing, but is strengthened by three heavy nails so put in that the heel cannot
oak-tann-

y.

De Luxe Theatre

1;

ed

,

one-pie-

ce

come off.
The upper is of special tannage, so that these shoes can be used, not only
on farms and in dairies, but also in trenches, mines, heavy shop work, steal or
iron foundries. It has a full vamp sole leather counter heavy grain inner
sole and big bellows tongue.
It is unquestionably the best all around work shoe ever offered to you.
Ve believe that no other dealer can produce this shoe for you with the
sanu standard qualifications as above described, at our price of $5.75.
Ho confident are we of the intrinsic worth and wearing qualities of this
shoe, that we guarantee, and so does the manufacturer, that if for any reason
the soles wear through or the upper cracks or breaks due to usual wear and
tear, within six months from the date you purchase the shoes, we will upon return of the old shoes replace them with a brand new pair free of charge.

'
DES-BRADLE-

JAM

V

1..., i i
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1

Preaching at 11:00. We will read Tim Donahue
Church Covenant Sunday morning Sergeant Dunne..
art A off art A in mnma nt hot imnnrtnnt Tinlrm

WINTER COMING

me w.ncer. h!,,..uu,.i.k, u.c
eneroach.ng and turning

.s

CO.

Y

73

ntK

ten

t

per pair $5.75

Sizes 6 to 11,

3
D

r

.

Joseph Cus&efc:
John Phillipfe

Executiv. St.ff for

,

rnl

Z',,

m,.

Hom.r

Mr.

Lct
p
B y p y meeU ,t .
Mana(fcr
h, j,
"
be the largest attendance w StafeiManager.-- .. Gordon Gunow
there
f
chilly and Palm Beach looks silly, and
B y p v n Asst. Stage Mgr. .Winrett Wrigt.
have eVfir haJ
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Stage Carpenter
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ACT I
MINISTRY
TOR
SOUGHT
it mixing iti war paint and fixing to
The Italian Room in Rosco Cms
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by'a House.
Joseph Cusac, at John Donahue,
will be blowing, the rain will be snowTime Evening.
ing, and sleet will descend by the the inspector in "The Thirteenth
ACT II
icy
peck.
many
mainspring
Alaska and far off Chair" is the
From
of
Same Scene Ten minutes latee
Athabasca the winds will come yam- - of the most interesting and thrililng
.
ACT III
incring down; they'll raise the old: dramatic climaxes of the play. He
SaW Scen( Half an hour ta ton-.- .
Harry, tho snow lioy will carry, and is an accomplished actor, and is
it over the town. And are pecially adapted for the part he plays,
GOVERNMENT TO TAKE
you preparing for winter
When a boy, he entered St. Charles
DRASTiC STEPS TO
oh, fellows who jnunt in your cars,1 College at Baltimore, to study for the
MEET TH SITUATION;
or are you et;ll burning tho coin you ministry, but it was only a short time
r.nd
are earning for rubber and pa?
until his dramatic talent made itivlf
Wasiiinsfon, Oct. 9. The gijviera
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County, New SlexiJo, on
of i?"ii'. i"iibc', I'.il'.l, p" ' all per- Treit... ...Kjn h Wliitefoi d Jori havircr d
r.iv.ildinh Trent
.Cri'.i? V.'a- - are reiiu'red to precev.t san e f'ir payl'embertoii ment within tin; period e.t one yesf
William
Ilownrd Standish.
I'hilip Mason
Winnidt 1. Wricht from said date or they will bo TurnTrace Standirh.. Madeline JCitwood over tiinvd.
RCCERT C V1NYAHD.
Elizabeth Ermine
Adminirt.-nfe- r.
Charlotte Robertson
Claude Gouraud
Pollock.
If its news The News wants. tk
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ELEVEN YEARS AGO
Items clipped from the Clovis New of its

4

October 0, 1903

are being taught in your own

Give Us A Chance
tint our courses are both stand-

ard and reliable, and our teachers are competent.

Glovis Commercial College
TIPS FROM TEXAS

And now that the weather has
cooled off, probably the girls. will
fíur idea of a tightwad is a person abandon their sweaters and resort to
wouldn't spend a red cont on a thin goods.
'&úid blonde,
HUMANE PROTEST
Another Rood thing about the
Tpoang man with a retiring disposi-w- n
"I want these airships to quit flyin'
is that he can get up earlier next
around my place!" exclaimed Farmer
'ar.oinnig.
'Personally we are not much of an Corntosscl.
"Do they frighten the cattle?"
'JiratoT, and a very poor punster, but
tf ft audience ever throws eggs at "Not so much. But an aviator just
lit in my pasture and the cattle cave
t as well say it is
Others cun do as they please, but, nim 8ut'h 8 run that he won't get over
pnstmally we would rather miss giv bcin' scared for a week."
o a good cause than contribute
rrt lota to the teething-rinfund for
If its news The News wants it.
Hottentots.
Fhone us. No. 97.
-)

rcpre-hcn-sibl-

t

jM

,

of

V;

'

aa'

)w"
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1

town.
and we'll show you

iaKue

g

'f

fash Ramcy and wife returned for the accomodation principally of
from Wellington, Kansas, this week. the, farmers that do their trading
Mr. Rniney will engage in the real here.
estate business again soon.
The News has it from the highest
If one is of the belief that Clovis official source that the contracts for
for the construction of the
is not holding her own in the auto- materi-railroad is now
mobile world we would suggest that orownwooa-iiovi- s
you visit the new garage on east being let and probably before the
Hagerman street and see for your- first of January the dirt will be flying
self the dozen or more new automo- on the railroad to be built by the
Santa Fe into Clovis. The new road
biles there.
will paralcll the main line from this
place to Texico and Farwell from
Frank Burns accompanied the Clo- which place it will take the course of
vis exhibit to the Albuquerque Fair the old survey to Brownwood, Texas,
this week. Frank is a rustler and a thus giving the Santa Fe company a
irnnrl man fn ranrnaanf
gulf to Pacific line and enable them
there.
to compete with the Texas & Pacific
and Southern Pacific for gulf to CalA public watering tank is being ifornia traffic.
Clovis will bo the diinstalled near the Barry hardware vision point on this new line, thus
store. This is a step in the right di- making it a three point division, and
rection as the public watering trough the largest railroad center in New
is a thing that Clovis has long needed, Mexico.
WAR HAD

WROUGHT

HOOSIER CABINETS
The "White Beauty," the finest kitchen cabinet
made in America. We have a complete stock Let
us show them to you.

CHANCE I have determined my son ain't goin'
to have no sich trouble as Ise had."
A new story of the Red Cross bug
"Is your son learning rapidly?"
Guaranteed for 20 years. You spend one third of
comes from Harvey D. Gibson, former
"He shore is, suh. Las' week hi
your time in bed. Why not enjoy your sleep on a
Red Cross commissioner for Europe done wrote a letter to his aunt what
good mattress the best made? We have the exand president of the Liberty National lives more'n twenty miles from ycre
bank of New York. He got the story an'afta while he's goin' write to his
clusive agency in Clovis.
from one of the workers in a hospital aunt dat lives 'bout fifty miles from
hut in Dijon. Everybody who has even yore."
seen a wounded soldier knows the bng
"Why do. in't he write to that aum
,
of gaudy cretonne with the little Red now?" smilingly asked his employer.
Cross in the corner, In which each
"He kain't write so fur yit, suh
boy keeps the bit of shrapnel the He kin write twenty miles fust rata,
doctor dug out of his knee, the last but I told him not to try fifty mile?
letter from home, the picture of his til he gets stronger wif his pen."
girl, his toothbrush and all his most
JOHNSON BROS.
One of the
cherished possessions.
While Mr. and Mrs. B. were trav
boys in the Dijon hospital had just cling in England, Mr. B. stepped off
been presented with his bag, a pink the train at a small station to buy a
and white one. He accepted it grace- cigar, and the train pulled out withfully, then began to laugh. "Say," he out him, much to his distress. Tedeclared: "If someone had told me station agent told him that an ex
two years ago that I'd be
to press train would be alone in a few
war with a wrist watch on one wrist minutes, and by taking it he would
and a bractlot" he held out his iden reach London before his wife. Thii
tification disk "on the other and
proved true, and when her train ar
cretonne bag in my hand! Say, I'd rived, he was waiting. Stepping
have pasted him one."
close, he bent to kiss her, but shi
.shook her finger at him, and said
WHERE POOR SER
"No you don't I've heard of wickee
MONS COME FROM Londoi.
You look a little like m;
husband, but I left him at Chester.'
The little group on the steps of
Saymouth'a general store and p03t
NOTICE
i
office were discussing the ministers
lliivc von lifiurnl vli;it it rusts yull t lu yuiir wash
convention, then in session' at thn In the Prohate Court of Curry Coun
state capital, and squire Lane, who
ty, State of New Mexico.
nitf nt liuinc' Yuii will certainly lind tlia you are
had been "assessed" for his share of In the matter of the estate of Josepl
Rev. Mr. Lamb's expenses, said thit
C. Hinds, deceased.
luinjí hard lahor for nothing, besides fu rrmjr the
in his opinion there were a good many No. 178.
'
better ways of spending five days.
family to "cat off the mantel.
Notice is hereby given that S. A
"Cheeper, too," he added feelingly. Jones, administrator herein has filer
After a sign of sympathy had com- his final re rt as administrator o'
pleted a circle of the village group, said estate above mentioned togethe
Joe Rollins, who in village estimate with his petition praying for his dis
"wan't all there" asked "what they charge and the Hon. C. V. Steed.
held them conventions for, anyway." Judge of the Prohate Court of Curry
"They meet once a year to swap County, New Mexico, has set the 6th
sermons," replied the Squire.
day of Janyary, 1920, at the hour
"Now I know why we get such poor of ten o'clock, A. M., the same being
ones!" said Joe, momentarily enlight- a regular term da- - of said court, al
ened. "Mr. Lamb never did amount to the court room of said Court in
anything in a trade."
County, New Mexico, as the
day, time and place for hearing obCAN YOU DEPEND ON THE
jections, if any there be, to said re
MAN WHO ADVERTISES port and petition.
Therefore, any person or persons
Nine times out of ten you will find wishing to object are hereby notiliei
that the man who advertises is the to file their objections with the Coun
man who most willingly returns your ty Clerk of Curry County, New Mex
money if you are not satisfied. He ico, on or before the day set for sail1
has too much at stake to risk losing hearing.
VMiir trade or your confi(l"iiri
W. C. ZKUWKIÍ,
You
can depend on him.
He is not in
County Clerk.
,
v--;r.r-business for to.lay or tomorrow onlv
OLA DEVITT,
hut for next year and t,.n yars
Deputy.
from next year. He knows the vi.lui
.
of grid will. You get better merNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
chandise at a fairer price than he
could ever hope to sell it, if he did
Department of the Interior, U. S
not have the largt-- volume of busi- Land Office at Fort
Sumner, New
1- ! . ness that comes from legitimate ad- Mexico, Oct. 27, l'MO.
j
vertising and goods that
nr out the
Notice is hereby given that George
promise of the printed words. Don't W. Vernon, of Clovis, N. M.,
who, on
miss the advertisements.
This very Dec. 2nd, 1916, made Homestead
(lay they call your attention to values
No. 014901, for S',4, Section 0.
that tomorrow you will bo sorry you Township 4 N., Range 36 E., N. M.
overlooked.
P. Meredian, has filed notice of intention to make Final three year proof,
CARELESSNESS
to establish claim to the land above
RESULTS IN FAILURE described, before C. A. Scheurich, U.
S. Commissioner, in his office at CloThat Is why we say "Feed B. A vis, N. M., on the 10th day of Dec.
Thomas' Hog Powder according to 191.
DO NOT FEKD IT
directions."
Claimant names as witnesses: Joe
SLOPPY, but mix it with ground feed Lee, of Clovis, N. M. Smith H. Pip
and moisten with just enough water kin, of Claud, N. M., Elgin A Roberts
(jhrnmouitCfrdttivsi
to make a crumbly mass. Then each of Claud, N. M., Abraham L.
Marks
hoi gets a beneficial dose. See full of Claud, N. M.
directions on package. Your money
W. R. McGILL,
MARCUARETE CLARK IN
for the "Into departed."
back if not satisfied. For sale by A.
Register.
"WIDOW BY PROXY'
Suppose a dozen other tangles, and
B. Austin & Company.
then suppose that you cquld see
TO AUTO DRIVERS
Suppose that a girl had reasons to dainty Murguerito Clark playing tho
ADVISED HIM TO CO SLOW
pretend she was a widow of a dear part of this widow who wasn't. She
After November 1st, tho speed friend's husband.
is some flabbergaster In "Widow by
"George," said a Florida man not laws In Clovis will bo enforced to
Proxy" and its a story that will make
the
Suppose she fell head over heels in
long ago to an old negro in his em- letter. Anyone driving ove
you laugh till tho tears come. It's
twelve
ploy; "I understand that you intend miles per hour will be
love.
r.rrestcd. This
her newest Paramount Artcraft Picto give your son an education."
law will be enforced without favor
Suppose again that although she ture and will be presented at the Ly"Data my intention, suh," respond- to anyone, so govern yourself accord- was "dying" for the man of
her heart ceum Theatre Saturday night, Nov.
ed George. "I know myself what 'tis ingly.
to propose, every mention of her 1st. Better come early If you want
F. E. SADLER,
to strugle aiong without learnln an'
'
Chief of Pclice. "widowhood" compelled her to weep to get in.
,

SEELEY MATTRESSES
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Magic City Furniture Co.
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Send It To

THE LAUNDRY!

THE EELIUM SPEAKS, from "THE THIRTEENTH CHAIR,'
At Lyceum Tho.it re, Tuesday, November 4th.

'Eng y cm BUNION PAIN TorigM
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iitKü is

GOOD NEWS

FAIRYFCCT gives n3tant bunion relief. It
ane removes the lump. No anDlianeos nr
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iÍLguiar íuBrees
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and shape.
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your
WeSr vow

iiRKFCCT will

make you torget yewr mwerv.
"NA
Cvor 72,000 peopio In
the last 8ÍX nwithH Snt lid
oi tne.r D'.imona bv U2inir
AIRYKpr. Why
dor. i yru try it tor 'I it will cr.Bt.
V you notnir 7 ,f 't uoes
net saiiwy. Wo guarantee !t. We
havteiAiKXtCOT
rcrr.ecy ioi every loot trouble.
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SOUTHWESTERN DRUG COMPANY
Clovis, New Mexico.
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UNIVERSAL CAR
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Tij3 Ford Ct:!an, willi electric stnrrin:; nnil
ting .ystcjn.clcrnoun tabic rimsv.
inch
tiri r,
is the ideal family car because
of
utility nml refmcj tinj coiifortablc
equipment. Finely upholstered. Plate glass
windows. An open car in the spring, summer,
at'.d early fall. A closed car in inclement

úVt

--

Kn-tr-

its-icr-

weather and winter.
f,
f.
the city or the country, a family car. The
cost of operation and maintenance is not
least of its charms. Won't you come in
look it over?
Rain-proo-

dust-proo-

In
low

the
and

Jones & Lindley

iqrcorrxrr

MGVtWTC.CA"lr5,

AGENTS
Operating
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and from there we went to Japan
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Men in the Navy come home
with the kind of experiences that
most chaps read of only in books.

shoulders and hair on your chest.
vacaYou will get 30 care-fre- e
tion days a year, not counting
, shore leave in home or foreign ports.

Here's your chance if you are a
he fellow!

You will have the kind of comradeship in travel that sailors know.

Talk about adventures!

to rub elbows with
foreign folks in strange ports of

You will have regular pay, over
and above your meals, lodging, and
first uniform outfit good stuff,
art of it.
You can join for two years.
When you get through you'll be
physically and mentally "tuned
up" for the rest of your life. You'll
be ready through and through for

the world.

SUCCESS.

The chance for good honest work
on shipboard the kind of work
that teaches you something real ; the
kind of work that put3 beef on your

There is a Recruiting Station
right near you. If you don't know
where it is, your Pcstmaster will
be glad to tell ycu.

Uncle Sam has, as you know, a
big Navy and gives
young fellows like you an opportunity to step aboard and "shove off".
red-blood-

What will you get out of it?
Just this:
A chance

To any father and mother :
In the Navy, your boy's
food, health, Work o;td play,
and moral welfare are locked
after by respoasibls experts.

shuddered to think what would knf.
MARGUERITE CLARK IN
"WIDOW BY PROXY" pen if ho caught her. And tu üci
cutí'h her. Yet things soon brightr
ed for her "dead husband" ara'mf.,
your
Honc3t to goodness! Cross
and she wont rij'ht a'iead unit pit;
heart and hope to 'die! It's no fun miirricd. Astonishing isn't it? Siara
wearing widow's weeds and weeping ply scondulous until you onArr.
for a dear departed that has never stand it. See Marguerite ClurV' It i
And as for being a fuke "Widow by Proxy" and you'll lutf,;k
existed.
widow when you want to be a real till the tears come. It will be prwwirt.
wife to a mun who simply loathes d at the Lyceum Theatis SuturOU:.
well, it was necessary for night, November 1st. Better cvatm
"shams"
her to be an imposter and yet she early.
(

you that when a child's mind is too
active it stunts his body.
What has become of tho
girl who used to get a silver
thimble as a birthday present?
A pretty mun can't understand why
so many good looking girls go around
with ugly men.
It is mighty hard to get sore at the
gabby man who is always bragging
about his kids.
And what has become of the old
fashioned girl who used to go around
the house with her hair done up in
curl papers?
When a man wears ankle length
union sufts he has a lot of lumps
around his ankles under his socks.
But a girl never lets anything like
that happen.
Any time a married man leaves h3
bluck tie on the dresser the betting is
about 100 to 1 that it will be covered
with face powder when he wunts to
wear it.
APPRECIATES

if

S&ov

?

EfC
i-

While, the nikiera are atking for a
wtek and a
duy, a
readjustment of the wagii scale upward, it may be of some interest to
know what certain members of that
other RRut basic imfjutry, agricul-

six-ho-

ture, are

.
und
At the reeeat meeting of tnu Indiana
Suite loi.vention of the Farmers'
Union the following resolutions were

1

I I

FORD OWNERS Be Happy

siiKlfi-stin!;-

a udopud:
ta

Subsrrlhi for The News.

FORCES' WORK

Registered
Fcr Sale
For $100

rx,

,

Here ! Ms pedigree at (howrt
by tho American Jcraey Cattle
Club.
Name Vanwood boy, NV
143315.
Tormeucor,
Sire Boone's
No. 120.r20.
Dam Mered.ih' Lass, No.

I

Whereas, in 1918 the farmers were
appealed to in the name of patriotism
to to do their utmost to increusu the proÜ duction of food,
that the war mit:ht
GET A CHAMPION SPARK GENERATOR
be speedily won.
LUKE McLUKE SAYSi
And aRain in 1919 they were ap
to;
For your c;ir. Save jrasolm . Start your nir
to pealed to to produce a still greater
Price ir"'.")!).
The old fashioned girl who hud a
cusy. No kick. Also save lu,!-ssupply of food, that the world nii'ht blush that used to come and go, now
f?' not starve.
has a daughter who hus a blush that
Pi 1 hi.v rpunnniieii to these, anneals is guaranteed to stay put until it is
nobly
washed off.
Distributors for Curry County, New Mexico.
Aclilinir hrriira of labor to hours
There was a time when a farmer
that were already too long
went to town to pay the interest on
With the women and children the mortgage. But nowadays he goes
working aide by. side with them, toil- to town to buy a new
car
ing long hours, often at work too or another tractor.
heavy for their strength
Ever notice how a girl quits being
And any class of people working pleasant and entertaining to a man
until work become! a drudgery
aa soon ai she discovers that he is
Denying themselves time . for re- married?
creation and self improvement, and a
A princess dolls up just aa careful
day for the Sabbath
ly to go across the street and mail a
"Vy 111 loon become inferior to other
letter as she does when she ia going
Eat Now peoples around them and
TLíbIíbi SLe VdglX Die, Sayi Tcxu
Yean
to a show,
need far
the
We
know
Whereas,
Praiiei Cudoi For
We have noticed that the man who
SI
a Well, Strong Woman
leisure that we may secure the better
is getting a dime's worth of near beer
thing of life; therefore, be it
Her Recoiery.
Resolved, That we favor of one- - in a bucket doesnt ask the bartender
decrease in tho acreage to be for good measure the way he used to.
fourth
the better. That waa alt yean ago planted in 1920; furthermore, be it
Rojn CItr, Tit Mra. Mary
An obedient husband is thut way
and I am still here and am a well,
Resolved, That always und under because his wife won't let him act
of thli place, taya; "After the
strong woman, and I owe my Ufa to all circumstances we will discourage any other way.
d
birth of my llttla girl... my aide
It is always the hnt that a woman
I had only taken half tho the Idea of women working in the
CarduL
can't afford to buy that would muke
to hurt ma. I had to co back bottle when I began to fcol better. tielili, as the peasant women or
her look ten years younger if she
are compelled to work.-ThO
Wt called the doctor. Ba The misery In my aide got lesa... 1
action of the Indinnn farmers had it.
treated me... but I tot no better. I continued right on taking the Cardul is not an isolated instance of the
Stylo may be making the women
tot wort and worn until the misery until I bad taken thrse bottles and 1 snme feeling. One national farm fed wear their skirts longer. But it isn't
need any more tor I waa weU eration, speaking through its Execu- style thut ia making tho men wear
waa unbearable... I wai In bed for did not
their pants longer.
aud never felt better In my Ufa... I tive committee, has taken a similar
toreo monthi and luffered auch agony
If a man really wants to kick himin general know thut
stand.
Farmers
have never had any trouble from that
his other shin is mighty nasy to
Is too long.
self
Hero
day's
work
their
that I waa Just drawn up In a knot... day to this."
and there the suggestion is heard the reach. But he never thinks of that.
I told my husband If ha would got Do yon suffor from headache, back farmer should receive $1 an hour f,or
The fact thnt the chicken houec in
labor and that along with this he is tho back ynrd is now a garngo may
ne a bottle of Cardul t would try It. . . ache, pains In sidos, or other discomto a reasomible profit on his have something to do with the H
I commenced taking It, however, that forts, each month? Or do you feel entitled
Investment
in land, teams and seed. of L. But you can't get folks to nd
If to. He.
evening X called my family about weak, nervous and fagged-outis willimr to acknowledge that he mit it.
fce..'. for I knew I could not last glva Cardul, Uie woman'! tenia,
No matter how dull and dumb a
hr.s been makimr monev In recent
J. H
years, and he adds that ho proposes small boy may be, his mother will tell
unr dará unlesa I had a cbanso for trial
Ib1

25870:1.

Dropped May 15, 1916.
Rt.gi"terrd
Sept. 13, 1915.
Breeder R. J. Booth.
Owner P. V. Vandiver.
This is n fine malo and wurth
a good dei'l more than the price-pskefor one who needs him.

T. D. Humphrey
CLOVIS, N. M.

II
Job Printing at the News Office.

1
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If you had a large

sum of mon-

ey to deposit, would you select a

coneervatire or
Bank?

over-liber-

al

Conservative, of Course

That's Us

Kll-Ka-

com-tnca-

The

r.u-ro-

Ul

?

Clovis National
Bank
In point of strength,
first.

-

C!it.

The following is taken from lusl
Hor.ham
News, Bonlmm,
week's
Texas:
"I wish to express my gratitude to
all who contributed to my moat sue-3iYT
ccssful land and cattle sale recently
held on my farm east of Bonham. I
contributo much of the success to my
auctioneer) who lives at Clovis, Newt
to go on making money. Like the
Mexico.
At first I hesitated ubout1
capitalist, the middle man !mi)!nvini Col. Forbes, to conduct mv
and the city workman, he proposed to s.lkl)
h( 1vud go fur way( but now
maintain his position.
th.,t jt is nl, ovcr
can eay tli;lt i
And, consciously or uncoiiKciouMy, mJ anoth(.r f..nn to 8(11 together;
.
he is taking up the idea fathered by
,h ,
k thnt t wouM t.mniy.
triL.ili trades unionism, mal oí i.ni-- , Mr Forbt,s fl.om clovS N Mox (
iling producuon in order to keep u,);h(, has the vim t,ult nctl,nny ,.ot tm'
prices. The plan is buing tenLaiively moncy for me j am wc), vCASeA with
tried out in cotton, us it has been in my saIe..
TOm ROSS, ltc
one or more other crops. Opposed
by organizations that would lessen
Kentucky Grain Drills and Osborne
hi3 profits, tho farmer's own organi- Disc Harrows.
zations are growing in power. The
express rather
Indiana resolution,
)
clearly the farmer's theory of the use
of his weapons.
5

23 PER CENT OFF

j

iiro-'ra-

Department of the Interior, U. Su'.
Land Office at Fort Sumner, Nuv.'
Mexico, Oct. 27, 1919.
Notice is hereby given time DHi
A. Akers, of Clovis, N. M., who, au.
Sept. 15, 1916, made Homestead Sentry, No. 014543, for SWyi, Bcdáat
.
10, Township 1 N., Range 35
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
tention to make Final thiee
proof, to establish claim, to the Kkali
above described, before W. J. Curre. ,.
U. S. Commissioner, in his offtc
Clovis, N. M., on the 11th daj air
Dec, 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses: Daniel T. Gentry, W. W. Akers, Vktosr
Nelson, P. B. Copeland, all of
N. M.
W. R. McGILL,
Register.

1

-
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

up

"Join isaa U.S

one on tin- program did splendidly,
MEXICO COSFRVAlOitY
PUPILS GIVE RECITAL receiving much applause.
TlniBe taking part were: Vocal Dc-- I
A very delightful reciinl was given
at Inn nt, Wendell Foreman, Stanton
I'.v a number of the pupils of the New
Ollie
Lewis.
Piano Department:
Mlisie
Mctii-oil
rnni.rv;itmv of
Tuesday evening. Ortober 2th, at Smith. Knietine' Gruttr, Pearl Smith,
Viiviuia Weisir.g. r, Geneva Leach,
the High School Auditonum.
F.dltli Rebel (, Marie Luikart and
wan a de-'I'hn
riiled success in every reject. Lveiy Blum h I.anewood Stevenson.
NF.W

";

.

we stand

THE CLOVIS NEWS,
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Second

$1.00 Cash.
CORN
First $10 pair Shoci
Erndley Company.
Second $3.00 Cash.

fthawing

by

Rodcs- -

-

Rodes-Briwl-

We buy your produce at the highest market price
and will absolutely sell you your groceries at a figure
that will save you money. This is not idle tall: we
can do it, simply because we sell for caáh.. When
you come to town with a load of wheat, let us load
you out with a fall bill of groceries.

Sk

Lyme

.

Co,

McFARLIN OLD STAND

Phone 43

THE CLUB

AD S:

RATE
le Per Word Per Inane
316

Wallace.

Wanted
Practical nursing. Mrs.
Tucker, Clovis, New Mexico.
'Star Route.
Buick

four

condition

For Sale

One French Burr Mill.
or write W. C. Fnllwell, Hereford, Texas.
.S--

t

For Sale

Rhode Island Red Cock-ivland $1.50. Mrs. A. J.
Roiles. phone 105.

i,

$1.25

Wanted

to buy

rr trade for

a

nnd
nnd wr.pon immediately.
?.. H. Kays, Texico, Rte. A.
Up

For Sale Two regate d Jc'-siiulls,one four years old and one six
nmnths old. J. A. Collins, Route
Lost An Eastman kodak at th
Wks Auditorium last Sunday afternoon.
Finder please leave at the
Sews office.
ltp

;For Sale Van Brunt grain drill;
:t1so tounglcss disc harrow. Both in
Tmrfect condition. H. J. Sthal, Claud,
Cew Mexico.

'

REDUCE THE CHANCE OF CROP
EVERY SEED A FAIR
SIMPLE DURABLE. -

For Sale 4 rabbits. 3 bred
?ora does, one Belgian hare buck,
Apply

Does $1.50 each, buck $1.25.

'Si J North Connelly.

FAILURE-GIV-

ES

CHANCE-STRO- NG

LET US, SHOW YOU THE INTERNAL FORCE
FEED FEATURE OF THIS SEEDER. THE BEST
IN FARM MACHINERY IS ALWAYS THE
CHEAPEST, ESPECIALLY THIS SEASON
WITH THE EXCEPTIONAL PROSPECTS FOR

THIRD

ENCAMPMENT

RED CROSS

ROLL CALL

THURSDAY
2:30 p. m. Building bunks, arranging tents, preparing
kits and
U It, t$l$
placing exhibits.
6 :30 Supper.
7:30 Halloween party.
9:30 Signal to return.
Tim to
10:00 Lights out.
FRIDAY MORNING
7:00 Signal to arise.
7 :40
Breakfast.
8 :40 Dish washing, put away kits,
Phone No. 97 for job printing.
set quarters in order.
Phone No. 97 for job printing.
9:20 Games, Judges begin work.
Dr. Crile, president State College
Job Printing at the Newt Office.
give instructions on judging.
10:30 Program.
NOTES OF NEW MEXICO
OIL DEVELOPMENT
Rev. Holificld.
Invocation
H. S. Glee Club.
(Albuquorqu Herald.)
Talk Prof. Conway.
One carload of equipment for a
Club Song.
Address Mr. Bid ley.
standard drill rig has been unloaded
Solo Miss S'.fjojr.
at La Landc in DcBaca county, and
is being moved to the drilling site
FRIDAY AFTERNOON
about
three miles from the station.
Music
West Cliipel.
operation is backed by Wichita
1:30 Addreu: "Club in City This
Falls, Texas, parties who have seSchools" E. V,'. Boivyer.
a considerable acreage under
cured
2:30 AddrcM Dr. A. D. Crile.
there.,
3:00 Excursion over town with lease
F. S. Donnelt, who recently organClub Members.
ized the Ozark Oil and Drilling comFRIDAY EVENING
pany, in which Springfield, Missouri,
games, and a general capitalists are interested, left AlbuFeasting,
good time through compliments of querque Monday for Springfield,
First National Bank of Clovis.
where he will conclude arrangements
SATURDAY MORNING
for drilling on leases this company
Achievement Day Short talks by has acquired on state land in Quay
local club leaders and several club
Awarding of prizes by
members.
Will H. Pattison, president of Curry
County Farm Bureau.
The County Commissioners and'
County Board will also be on the pro- gram.
R-Jo-

"Wanted Housework by the hovr.
ITffrs. Bruce, phone 157.

Tor Sale Lutest model
' couving
car in excellent
'Vhone 251.

Pays For Itself In the Seed it Saves

Call and Let Us Show You the Exclusive

'Nfmir2

Front bedroom.

For Rent

(

A WHEAT CROP.

The Boys' and Girls' Club Fair is
being held in Clovis this week, with
the following program:

CLASSIFIED

:

wvwwwwvwvvwwwwvs

-'

Mrs. J. A. McFarliu

Id. L. (Luther) Lynn

--

iiieeracicy Grain Dri Is

j

business"

men have,
contributed toward the prizes and
helped by their donations to make
the club fair a success:
ley Co., A. Weidman, Clovis Republic
Truck Co., City Drug Co., Kcndull
Dry Goodi Co., Mandell Clothing and
Dry Goods Co., Southwestern Drug'
Co., Denhof Jewelry Co., Union Mortgage Co., C. V. Steed, Plains Buying
and Selling Assn., Clovis News, Clovis mill and Elevator Co., Ramcy &
Wilkinson, Masterson Mercantile Co.,'
Eastham Grocery, Scheurich Agency,
Clovis Journal, Cash Shoe Store, E. T.
Jernigan & Co., Jackman Dry Goods
Co., A. J. Whiting, Lynn A Co., W. B.
Fincher, Mrs. I. B. L. Osborne's Millinery Store, Kemp lumber Co.,
Campbell Ice Cream & Bottling
Works, Highway Garage, Alfalfa
Lumber Co., W. I. Luikart & Co.,
Clovis National Bank, Magic City
Furniture and Undertaking Co., A.
B. Wagner, Robinson Art Shop, Elite
Confectionery, Central Meat Market,
Latta Grocery Co., Guy & Anderson,
Laing Grocery, New State Garage,
Post Office News Stand, Barry Hardware Co., Clovis Furniture Co.
This is possibly not a complete list
of the donators but if there are any
ommuuions, corrections will be made
later.
T:-

Advan-taj;e- $

of the Kentucky Grain Drill

in

jTTSI

j
and DcBaca Counties.
The Kenna Record states 'fhut Hie
Great Western Oil and Refining com-- 1
pany, a uovis concern, nas concluded arrangements with another oil
company to complete Its No.l well
near Kenna, which the Greot. Western was forced to shut down because
of disagreements With the drillers.
The Clovis company is said to have
given an interest in its leases to se-- 1
cure completion of this and second
well in the Kenna section.
A large force of men is at work on
the site of the W. W. Cox well on
.

1"

n"""!!

MMm

,

m

Tularosa basin, near Parker Lake.
The engine and boiler were set in
place lust week and it is predicted
thut drilling will finally get started
on this well within ten days. The
operation has been held back by difficulty in securing material.
The Illinois Producer well No. 1, at
Lakewood, is working double shift in
bit
an effort to drill out a two-to- n
lost in the hole some weeks ago. Special fishing tools have been brought
in to help clear the well. The Illinois
Producer No. 1 is shut down waitviq
Tor boiler repairs which are on trie

mafl

"J

way. This latter well la on Dayton
hill, eight miles south of Artesia.
Two groups of Chicago capitalists
are reported to be buying leases after
careful examination and selection, in
Union and eastern Colfax and Mora
counties, i .
Wells now drilling in Quay county
in addition to the McGce well, include
rigs at Bueyrot, Bravo, Dome, Boise,
Glenrio. Rigs are enroute to sites
at Sen Jon, Erdec, Rana and for the
Trigg well, at milepost 27 on the El
Afo and Southwestern railroad north

of TuAjncari.

Are You Outfitted

Awards to be made in the several

projects:

COOKING
To Trade Half section of good
to State College.
Trip
First
.'and Bouthwest of Grady, 40 acres
Second $5.00 in Merchandise by
nroke. To trade for Clovis property.
Whiting's.
E.
N.
M.
Adams,
Clovis,
J.
Third Subscription Clovis News.
Subscription Clovis Journal.
Have lots 4, !, and 0, Dloek 2 Fourth
SEWING
Yi. trade
Lawn Addition.
Tor Texico property. Whnt have yov.? first Trip to State College.
Second $5.00 in Merchandise by
O. James, Texico, N. M.
Denhof Jewelry Co.
modern house, Third Subscription Clovis Journal.
For Sule
500 North Mitchell. Also fine piano Fourth
Subscription Clovis News.
ith player attachment and 75 rolls,
CANNING
also some furniture for sule. O; E. First Trip to State College.
SCI en.
ltp Second $5.00 in Merchandise by

In Clothes?

'Wf-ster-

You muy iit really know just what you need for
winter; lots of men wait for cold weatlier to discover
'tlintiasf year's overcoat, or suit, won't do.
Or Hint the pile of socks Ins suddenly shrunk liy a
heavy discard; or that the warm underwear you were
counting oil is pretty well shot to pieces.

Six-roo-

Jernigan & Co.
e
1 will take orders for
Third Subscription Clovis News.
Tnead, cakes, doughnuts, cookies,
Subscription Clovis Journal.
parker house and cinnaman Fourth
BEAN
rolls. Phone 164. Emma L. Reed.
First Trip to State College.
Second $5.00 Cash.
For Salo 640 acres fine plain Third Subscription Clovis News.
SORGHUM
land, one mile of Friona, Texas.
Prh $25 per acre. $4,00 cash, bal- - First Trip to State College.
unce good terms. See us for cheap Second $5.00 Cash.
farm and ranch lands. M. A. Crum, Third Subscription Clovis Journal.
.
Subscription Clovis News.
"Jriona, Texas.
Fourth
POULTRY
Wanted Cotton pickers at Lesley,
First Trip to State College.
Hall County, Texas. Pay $2.20 and Second $5.00 in Merchandise by
'
living quarters or $2.00 and board.
Jackman Dry Goods Co.
to
Big ' boll will make from
Third Subscription Clovis News.
M.
Freel,
phono
J.
or
Write
bale.
Subscription Clovis Journal.
Fourth
Lakewuod, Texas, or M. E. Hawkins,
PIG
" Wellington. Texas
First Trip to State College.
For Rent or Lease Quarter sec Second $5.00 Cash.
tion of land one (1) mile from Hav- Third Subscription Clovis Journal.
ener, N. M., (known as the Bailey J. Fourth Subscription Clovis News.
RABBIT
'.Houm quarter section,) 60 acres in
First $6.00 Cash.
cultivation, with privilege of
ng out more sod. Money rent pre- Second $3.00 Cash.
ferred. Address Mn. Kate House, Fourth Subscription Clovis Journal.
GARDEN
?126 Hearst Avenue, Berkley, CaCash.
$3.00
First
lifornia.

(Jood idea to look these things up now, before you
need them. It's better to buy now than later; prices
are a little uncertain.

home-mad-

nut-órea-

)

'
Most of our goods are higher priced at
wholesale than we paid for them; sonic
poods would cost as much to replace
them as we are asking for them. Hcttcr
get yours now. Hart Hchaffner & Marx
fine suits and overcoats.

V--,

,

M
Copyright 1919,IlartScha(Iner&Marx

,v.,he

an dell

honic of Hart Schaffner

&

Marx clothes

